AGENDA
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
Monday, May 26, 2008
7:00 p.m. Call To Order
I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 28, 2008
May 13, 2008
II. MANAGER’S REPORT
III. PUBLIC DISCUSSION
IV. LEGISLATION AND POLICY
08 – 074. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a recommendation from the
Planning Board re: amendment to Sections 204.10 VOC I (Village Office Commercial I);
204.11 VOC II (Village Office Commercial II); and 204.12; MUZ (Mixed Use Zone); 204.6
Highway Commercial (HC); 204.7 Office Commercial North (OCN); 204.8 Office
Commercial South (OC-S); 204.13 Industrial (I); 204.14 Rural Industrial (RI); and as special
exception uses to Sections RR1 (Rural Residential 1) and RR2 (Rural Residential 2) of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance to add “veterinary offices” as a permitted use.
08 – 075. To set a Public Hearing date (June 16) to sunset existing Recreation Ordinance and
establish new charge for Recreation Committee.
08 – 076. To set a Public Hearing date (June 16) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering
Permit and Victualer’s License for the United Maine Craftsmen’s 39 Annual Cumberland
Arts & Craft Show, August 7, 8, 9 & 10, 2008 @ the Cumberland Fairgrounds.
08 – 077. To set a Public Hearing date (June 16) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering
Permit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club Dog Show, June 20, 21 & 22, 2008, @ the
Cumberland Fairgrounds.

08 – 078. To set a Public Hearing date (June 16) to consider and act on a Wharfing Out
Permit for Peter & Donna Verrill, 7 Broad Cove Way.
08 – 079. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a recommendation from the
Planning Board re: setback requirement changes to the Val Halla Overlay District.
TABLED to June 23 – next scheduled Planning Board meeting June 17
08 – 080. To set a public hearing date (June 16) to consider and act on a Consent Decree for
property located at 15 Aspen Crest Road, Map R04, Lot 35/C.
V. NEW BUSINESS
VI. ADJOURNMENT

AGENDA
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
MONDAY, APRIL 28, 2008
6:30 Workshop
7:00 p.m. Call To Order
6:30 p.m. WORKSHOP re: Route One Zone Change Request.
I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 14, 2008
Councilor Moriarty stated they had a change in the minutes. The minutes that ae in front of
them are revised minutes. One change is with item 59, which is dealing with a change in the
sale of the banquet center. The previous minutes spoke of retaining banquet space of 125 and
150 square feet. It should actually be capacity of 125 to 150 people. Councilor Moriarty
confirmed June 10, 2008, as the election date of the school election. A motion to accept the
revised minutes was made by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Stiles.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0

II.

MANAGER’S REPORT
• Promotional swearing in of Nathan R. Schools, Fire Department Battalion Chief
• Bulky Waste Pick-Up Week (May 12 – 16)
• Update on June Ballot
Town Manager stated that the only candidates on the ballot were Robert P. Vail, for the
board of directors for MSAD 51. The two incumbent candidates for Town Council are
Councilor Porter, and Councilor Stiles. There are no contested elections. The first Budget
validation referendum election will be held on May 20, 2008, here at Town Hall following
the budget vote at the High School on May 15, 2008.
th
th
• Revaluation appointments (829-5699 M-W-F, 8:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m., April 28 - May 20 ).
The revaluation notices have been sent out. The assessor’s office is hoping to get all
appointments finished by May 20, 2008. The numbers for the revaluation are
approximately, 40% of the properties went down in value or were at zero, 23% of the
properties will have an increase of less than approximately $250.00, 17% of the properties
will see increases of $250.00 to $500.00, 80% of properties have a less than $500.00
increase because of the new values with the revaluation. The numbers in the mail did not
include any exemptions. The new mil rate will be approximately $14.35. One percent of
our population will see an increase of over $3,000.00. One percent will also see increases
of $2,000.00 to $3,000.00. Less than 6% of the population will see an increase of over
$1,000.00.

III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION
None

IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

08 – 066

To consider and act on changing June 9th Council meeting date to June 16th due to
June10th election.
Because of the need to set up for the election, and the need to meet on June 16th to
swear in new councilors, it is recommended to meet then. Councilor Moriarty motioned
to move the June 9th council meeting to June 16th. Seconded by Councilor Storey-King.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
08 – 067

To hear a report from the Finance Chair re: third quarter financial report.
Councilor Stiles presented a brief summary of the Town’s financial status as of March
31, 2008. He stated we are doing very well, year to date expenses are 77.3% compared
to 77.4% for last year. He commended the Town for controlling the expenses and
staying on budget. The public works budget was up 154% because of the severity of the
winter season. The regional waste program is doing so much better that it is saving us
additional funds. These savings are helping to offset other costs and keep the budget on
track. Property tax collections remain on track despite the tough economic times.
Councilor Stiles thanked Finance Director Alex Kimball for his assistance and doing a
great job for the town.

08 – 068

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a recommendation from the
Planning Board re: amendments to Section 204.10 VOC I (Village Office
Commercial I); 204.11 VOC II (Village Office Commercial II); and 204.12; MUZ
(Mixed Use Zone) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance to add “agricultural
uses” as a permitted use.
The Town Manager stated that the Planning Board did endorse the Councils
recommendation. Councilor Moriarty stated that the Zoning Ordinance does not define
agricultural uses, however, it does define agriculture. In the Zoning Ordinance
currently in zones RR low density and medium density, agriculture is listed as a
permitted use. After speaking to the town planner, it was agreed that the term
agriculture vs. agricultural uses that should be used as the correct designation if this is
approved. Councilor Moriarty motioned to amend the Zoning Ordinance to add
agriculture as a permitted use in sections 204.10, 204.11 and 204.12 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance. Motioned seconded by Councilor Stiles.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0

08 – 069

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a recommendation from the
Planning Board re: amendment to Sections 204.10 VOC I (Village Office
Commercial I); 204.11 VOC II (Village Office Commercial II); and 204.12; MUZ
(Mixed Use Zone); 204.6 Highway Commercial (HC); 204.7 Office Commercial
North (OC-N); 204.8 Office Commercial South (OC-S); 204.13 Industrial (I); and
204.14 Rural Industrial (RI) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance to add
“veterinary offices” as a permitted use.
Manager Shane stated that when the council sent this to the planning board, the council
basically asked for input into this. The planning board discussed this and felt that this
was not an appropriate use for residential zones. Veterinary Offices did not come into
existence until the town did the Rt. 100 zoning. This is a new terminology into our
zoning ordinance, adopted in October of 2007. Dr. Thomas Netland of the Cumberland
Animal Clinic talked with the manager to request that the town expand this zone into
other areas. But the way this was advertised, it would be to adopt the planning board’s
recommendation, if after discussion tonight that you wanted to add it to the RR districts,
the Town Manager recommends that this be tabled tonight. It would need to be readvertised to be added to the zoning ordinance at the next meeting. Dr. Thomas
Netland spoke and asked that the board consider correcting what he considers an error
when the Rt. 100 zoning amendment was made and they defined Veterinary offices for
the first time. At that time they only allowed that as a use in the Village Center
Commercial and a special exemption. He stated that currently, two of the three

veterinary offices in town are in the RR zones and he is not sure that that was taken into
account at that time. He stated he did feel like he somewhat made a mess of this
process. He has spoken with Manager Shane and he thought that when the zoning
changes were approved by the council back in October, he thought that was the end of
the process and did not follow through and go to the planning board. He wanted to state
publically to the planning board that he did not intend to “step on any toes”. He stated
he should have attended the planning board meeting when this was being discussed. Dr.
Netland would now like to see how we can “procedurally correct this and add it as a
special exemption the RR Zone”. Councilor Storey-King asked Dr. Netland if the
definition of Veterinary Hospital is different than Veterinary Offices. He answered that
technically clinics are different than hospitals. He stated that one of his other concerns
with the zoning ordinance is that the definitions can tricky. In the ordinance it just
defines veterinary offices, he feels that a bigger differential is perhaps small animal vs.
large animal. Technically there is not a clear definition of clinics vs. hospitals.
Chairman Porter stated that we need to make sure the town’s definition is correct.
Councilor Storey-King stated the she wants to make sure we have an appropriate
definition. Councilor Turner stated he would like to be careful of how specific we are
with definitions. He stated at times definitions become hampering unnecessarily as far
as the discretion of a board is concerned. He noted that Dr. Netland requested special
exemption vs. permitted use. He feels that a special exemption gives the board more
leeway in terms of addressing weather the use is going to be expanded. If a special
exemption is being considered vs. a permitted use the need for the definition to be
narrow is not there. Chairman Porter stated he wanted to see this work. He would like
to put this off the 12th or the 26th. Councilor Stiles recommended that we take the
Manager’s advice and table this. Councilor Stiles made a motion to table this to May
26th making it clear that it will be advertised as considering adding this as a special
exemption in RR 1 and RR 2. Seconded by Councilor Storey-King.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0

08 – 070

To set a Public Hearing date (May 26th) to consider and act on a recommendation
from the Planning Board re: setback requirement changes to the Val Halla
Overlay District.
The Manager stated this recommendation will be going to the planning board in May.
Councilor Stiles made a motion to set the public hearing date on May 26th, 2008.
Seconded by Councilor Moriarty.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0

08 – 071

To set a Public Hearing date (May 12th) to consider and act on a Mobile Vending
Cart License for Val Halla for the period of May 12, 2008 – May 12, 2009.
Councilor Stiles motioned to set the public hearing date on May 12th, 2008. Seconded
by Councilor Turner.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0

08 – 072

To act to countersign the M.S.A.D. 51 Budget Validation Referendum Warrant.
Warrants signed

V.

NEW BUSINESS
Councilor Storey-King-

NESDEC meeting to be held tomorrow night here are Town hall
at 7:00 p.m.

Councilor Turner-

None

Councilor Porter-

Asked the Town Manager about a letter from Mimi Rice to Mike
Crosby to post information about local churches. Councilor
Porter questioned if the Town has a policy about this. Manager
Shane stated that we do not have a policy. He stated that a lot of
towns do this. However, he feels it is a little more out of the box
than something we typically do. Chairman Porter suggested
that we check with MMA Legal and discuss at a later date.

Councilor Copp-

None

Councilor Stiles-

Has been reading about other towns talking about installing
Windmills. Would like to know if we should have our ordinance
Committee look at this. Our current ordinance is silent on this
subject. He would like to be ahead on this. Councilor Stiles
questioned how many surveys have been returned by range road
residents. Manager stated that the return rate so far has been vey
low. How are we doing on the surveying? Manager stated that a
lot of it has been done at this point. Is Val Halla open and how is
it going? Manager stated it is open, had a great week.
Memberships are up. Councilor Stiles mentioned that Chuck
Burnie received an award. Councilor Stiles made a motion to go
into executive session. Seconded by Councilor Copp.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0

Councilor Moriarty-

Nominating committee met earlier tonight to interview a late
applicant and they would like to appointment Jock McDonald to
the Cool Cities Committee. Councilor Moriarty made a motion
to appoint Mr. Jock McDonald, seconded by Councilor Turner.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
Where does the Battalion Chief fit in the order of the Fire
Department? The Manager stated that he is just below the
Deputy Fire Chiefs.
The MSAD 62 librarian Anne Pierce, sent a very complimentary
letter to the Town Council to thank Cumberland Librarian
Thomas Bennett for his assistance.

Town Manager Shane-

Met yesterday with the Cemetary Association for their annual
meeting. Meeting went very well. They will be looking to
develop an investment policy. We are working to set up a link
for them on our website for questions regarding this association.
Association membership is full.

VI.

EXECUTIVE SESSION – pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., § 405(6)(C) re: real property; and
1 M.R.S.A., § 405(6)(A) re: Town Manager evaluation.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Copp, to recess to Executive Session
pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A. § 405(6)(A) re: Town Manager evaluation; re: real property.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0
TIME: 7:56 P.M.

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

MINUTES
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
TUESDAY, MAY 13, 2008
7:00 p.m. Call To Order
Present: Chairman Porter, Councilors Copp, Perfetti, Storey-King, Turner, Stiles and Moriarty.
I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
None

II.

MANAGER’S REPORT
None.

III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

08 – 073.

To hold a public hearing to consider and act on a Mobile Vending Cart
License for Val Halla for the period May 13, 2008 through May 13, 2009.

Town Manager Shane explained this license is an annual renewal and is in order for approval.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Copp, to issue a mobile vending cart license
for Val Halla for the period May 13, 2008 through May 13, 2009.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
V.

NEW BUSINESS

Councilor Copp – referenced the beautiful tulips at the intersection of Main and Tuttle;
Memorial Day Parade will be a good event.
Councilor Perfetti - Recreation Advisory Committee is working on a draft charter to review
with the council in the next month or so; committee is "excited and back in the groove."
Councilor Storey-King - congratulations to Tory Diett-Hopps, who raised 1.6 million to
complete the Riding to the Top facility in Windham; it is "a magnificent building. She did an
amazing job on raising this money."
Councilor Turner – none
Chairman Porter – none
Councilor Stiles – this is bulky waste pick-up week; reminder that tv’s and computers will not
be picked up.
Councilor Moriarty - the Nominating Committee met earlier this evening and interviewed three
persons for the Cool Cities Committee; the addition of these three will bring the committee total
to eight members.

Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to nominate:
Eliza Bouchard, 8th grade student; Molly Porter, a Junior at Greely High School; and resident
Adam Pitcher, who holds a background in facilities management.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0-1 (Chairman Porter abstained)
Town Manager – trash in black garbage bags, tv’s, computers, and anything with refrigerants in
them will not be picked-up during heavy item pick-up.
VI.
EXECUTIVE SESSION: Pursuant to Title 1 M.R.S.A. §405(6) (C) and (E) for the
purpose of consulting with legal counsel regarding the sale and use of real property on
Route One for economic development.
Chairman Porter noted that the Town Council and legal counsel will hear from the requesting
party in Executive Session and the party will be excused prior to the council’s discussion and
deliberation.
Councilor Moriarty explained that he would abstain from voting on the motion and will not
participate on the grounds of a conflict of interest.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Turner, to recess to Executive Session
pursuant to Title 1 M.R.S.A. §405(6)(E) to consult with legal counsel regarding the Town
Council’s legal rights and responsibilities concerning a request for a contract zone for property
located on Route One and also pursuant to Title 1 M.R.S.A. §405(6)(C) for discussion or
consideration of the disposition of town-owned land where premature disclosure of the
information would prejudice the Town Council’s competitive or bargaining position.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0-1 (Councilor Moriarty abstained)
TIME:
7:09 p.m.
Motion by Councilor Copp, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to return from Executive Session.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
TIME:
9:27 p.m.
VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to adjourn.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
TIME:
9:27 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

____________________________________
Nadeen M. Daniels, CMC
Town Clerk
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ITEM
08-074
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a reco1n1nendation
fron1 the Planning Board re: a1nend1nentto Sections 204.10 VOC I
(Village Office Commercial I); 204.11 VOC II (Village Office
Com1nercial II); and 204.12; MUZ (Mixed Use Zone); 204.6
Highway Cominercial (HC); 204. 7 Office Conunercial North
(OC-N); 204.8 Office Co1n1nercial South (OC-S); 204.13
Industrial (I); 204.14 Rural Industrial (Rl); and as special
exception uses to Sections RRl (Rural Residential 1) and RR2
(Rural Residential 2) of the Cu1nberland Zoning Ordinance to add
"veterinary offices" as a permitted use.

Notice of Decision

Date: March 20, 2008
To:

Bill Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME04021

Re:

Public Hearing: To recommend to the Town Council draft zoning
amendments to allow "Veterinary Offices" as a permitted use to Sections
204.10 Village Office Commercial I (VOCI), 204.11 Village Office
Commercial II (VOCII), and 204.12 the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) and to
allow "Veterinary Offices" as special exception uses in Sections 204.1.1
Rural Residential l(RRl), 204.1.2 Rural Residential 2(RR2), 204.2 Low
Density Residential (LDR), 204.3 l\£edium Demity Residential (MDR), 204.4
Village Medium Density Residential (VMDR), 204.5 Island Residential (Ill),
204.6 IDghway Commercial (HC), 204.7 Office Commercial North(OC-N),
204.8 Office Commercial South (OC-S), 204.13 Industrial (I), 204.14 Rural
Industrial (RI), of the Zoning Ordinance.
This is to advise you that on March 18, 2008 the Planning Board voted to
recommend to the Town Council to add "Veterinary Offices" as a permitted use
to Sections 204.10 Village Office Commercial !(VOCI); 204.11 Village Office
Commercial II,(VOCII) and 204.12 Mixed Use Zone (MUZ), 204.6 Highway
Commercial (HC), 204.7 Office Commercial North(OC-N), 204.8 Office
Commercial South (OC-S), 204.13 Industrial (I), 204.14 Rural Industrial (Rl), of
the Zoning Ordinance.

Findings of Fact:

None

Waiyers granted:

None

Waivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the
application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to by the applicant. Any variation
from the plans, proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes as so determined
by the Town Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of
the Planning Board prior to implementation.

204.11.1 The ~allowing uses are pennitted within the VOC I District:
.1
.2
.3
.4

Business and professional offices with drive-through facilities;
Commercial schools;
Commercial health and recreation facilities;
Outdoor recreation facilities;
.5 Municipal Uses;
.6 Sewer pumping stations, subject to the provisions of Sec. 419.4;
.7 Timber harvesting; [Amended, effective 10/26/98]
.8 Multiplex dwellings;
.9 Riding stables and schools;
.10 Bed and Breakfasts;
.11 Day care home;
.12 Agricultural Uses
. 13 Veterinary Offices

204.11.1

The following uses are permitted within the VOC II District:

.1 Business and professional offices witho'1t drive-through facilities;
.2 Commercial schools;
.3 Commercial health and recreation facilities;
.4
.5
.6
.7

Outdoor recreation facilities;
Municipal Uses;
Sewer pumping stations, subject to the provisions of Sec. 419 .4;
Timber harvesting; [Amended, effective 10/26/98]
.8 Multiplex Dwellings;
.9 Riding stables and schools;
.10 Bed and Breakfasts;
.11 Day care home;
.12 Agricultural Uses
.13 Veterinary Offices

204.12

Mixed Use Zone <MUZ}
The pwpose of the Mixed Use Zone is to provide an area along the Route 100
Corridor that will accommodate a mix of residential, retail and office uses in a
campus-like setting. [Adopted, effective 10/22/07]
All development in this district shall be consistent with the Town of
Cumberland Route 100 Design Standards.

204.12.1

The following uses are permitted within the MUZ District:

.1 Business and professional offices; with drive-through facilities;
.2 Restaurants;
.3 Retail; (25,000 maximum footprint)
.4 Grocery Stores; (35,000 maximum footprint)
.5 Commercial Schools;
.6 Commercial Health and Recreation;
.7 Multiplex Dwellings;
.8 Riding Stables and Schools;
.9 Hotels;
.10 Inns;
.11 Bed and Breakfasts;
.12 Personal Services;
.13 Day Care Homes;
.14 Municipal Uses;
.15 Commercial Health and Recreation;
.16 Personal Services;
.17 Municipal Uses;
.18 Sewer pumping stations, subject to the provisions of Sec. 419.4;
.19 Timber harvesting; [Amended, effective 10/26/98]
.20 Agricultural Uses
.21 Veteiinary Offices
.2+2The total gross area of all building footprints on the site shall not
exceed thirty thousand square feet for each four acres of lot area.
Additional building footprints of 30,000 square feet shall be
permitted for each additional land area increment of four acres .
.22,J_Theparking requirement included in Section 432 may be reduced
upon a positive finding by the Board that the proposed use does
not, in practice, require the amount stated in the standard as
demonstrated by a parking analysis submitted by the applicant.
.2~Uses and buildings accessory to those above; [Amended, effective
5/15/89]
204.12.2

The following uses are allowed as specia] exceptions in the MUZ
District, requiring the approval of the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals:
.1 Residential care facilities; subject to the provisions of Sec. 432,
except that for the purposes of this District, those provisions shall
be modified as follows: [Amended, effective 6/14/99]
a)
The total gross area of all building footprints on the site
shall not exceed thirty thousand square feet for each four
acres of lot area. Additional building footprints of 30,000
square feet shall be permitted for each additional land area
increment of four acres.

b)

The parldng requirement included in Section 432 may be
reduced upon a positive finding by the Board that the
proposed use does not require the stated amount.
.2 Light manufacturing, as defined;
.3 Veterinary Office;
.4 Antennas as defined in Sec. 100, subject to Site Plan Review, and
Section 433; [Adopted, effective 12/13/99]
.5 Accessory structures of public utilities;
.6 Home Occupations;
.7 Above ground utility transmission lines not located within public
ways;
.8 Day care centers and nursery schools, subject to the provisions of
Sec. 408A and Site Plan Review;
.9 Single-family dwelling;
. IO Uses and building accessory to those above;

204.6.1

TI1efollowing uses are permitted in the HC District:
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.10
.11
.12
.13
.14
.15
.16
.17
.18
.19
.20

.21
.2+2.

Business and professional offices;
Restaurants;
Personal Services;
Private Clubs;
Lodging Houses;
Private Schools;
Landscaping Services;
Retail Store;
Gasoline Station;
Motor Vehicle Sales;
Timber harvesting;
Hotels; motels;
Buildings accessory to single family dwellings;
Telecommunication Facilities, subject to Site Plan Review
and the provisions of Sec. 433;
Municipal uses and buildings;
Agriculture;
Animal Husbandry;
Private heliport, personal use, subject to Site Plan Review
and to the provisions of Section 418;
Sewer pumping stations, subject to the provisions of Sec.
419.4; [Amended, effective 12/13/89]
Additions to and accessory structures to single-family
dwellings existing as of the effective date of this
amendment; [Amended, effective 8/10/98]
Veterinaiy Offices
Uses and buildings accessory to those above;

204.7. 1

The following uses are pennitted within the OC-N District:

.1

Business and professional offices;
Research facilities;
Uses and buildings accessory to those above;
Sewer pumping stations, subject to the provisions of Sec. 419 .4;
Duplex and multiplex· dwellings; [Amended, effective 11/22/99,
amended, effective 10/22/07]:
.1
The minimum lot size shall be 20,000 square feet per dwelling
unit, except that for units constructed specifically for persons
55 years of age or older the minimum lot size shall be 10,000
square feet per dwelling unit; [Amended, effective 11/22/99] .
.2
No more than 40% of a tract or parcel developed hereunder
shall be required to be reserved as open space; [Amended,
effective 5/15/89]
.3 All dwelling units shall be connected to the public water and
sewer system; [Adopted, effective 11/22/99]
.6
Commercial health and recreation facility; [Amended, effective
10/13/92]
.7 Timber harvesting; [Amended, effective 10/26/98]
.8
Residential care facilities, subject to the provisions of Sec. 432,
except that for the purposes of this District, those provisions shall be
modified as follows: [Amended, effective 6/14/99]
.1
The minimum lot size shall be 4 acres;
.2
All facilities shall be connected to the public water and sewer
system;
.3
The total gross area of all building footprints on the site shall
not exceed thirty thousand square feet for each four acres of lot
area. Additional building footprints of 30,000 square feet shall
be permitted for each additional land area increment of four
acres;
.4
Buildings and parking lots shall cover not more than 25% of
the lot;
.5
The parking requirement included in Section 432 may be
reduced upon a positive finding by the Board that the proposed
use does not, in practice, require the amount stated in the
standard;
.9
Self-storage facilities as defined in Section 420, in the more
southerly of the two QC districts; [Amended, effective 6/26/06]
10. Antennas as defined in Sec. 100, subject to Site Plan Review, and
Section 433; [Adopted, effective 12/13/99]
Jl Veteiinary Off.ices
.l·l-2 Uses and buildings accessory to those above; [Amended, effective
5/15/89]
.2
.3
.4
.5

(204.8.1

The following uses are permitted within the OC-S District:

.1

Business and professional offices;
.2
Research facilities;
.3 Uses and buildings accessory to those above;
.4
Sewer pumping stations, subject to the provisions of Sec. 419 .4;
.5 Commercial health and recreation facility; [Amended, effective
I 0/13/92]
.6 Timber harvesting; [Amended, effective I 0/26/98]
.7 Residential care facilities, subject to the provisions of Sec. 432,
except that for the purposes of this District, those provisions shall be
modified as follows: [Amended, effective 6/14/99]
.1 The minimum lot size shall be 4 acres;
.2 All facilities shall be connected to ~e public water and sewer
system;
.3 The total gross area of all building footprints on the site shall
not exceed thirty thousand square feet for each four acres of lot
area. Additional building footprints of 30,000 square feet shall
be permitted for each additional land area increment of four
acres;
.4
Buildings and parking lots shall cover not more than 25% of
the lot;
.5 The parking requirement included in Section 432 may be
reduced upon a positive finding by the Boru:dthat the proposed
use does not, in practice, require the amount stated in the
standard;
.8 Self-storage facilities as defined in Section 420; [Amended, effective
6/26/06]
.9 Antennas as defined in Sec. 100, subject to Site Plan Review, and
Section 433; [Adopted, effective 12/13/99]
.10 Veterinary Offices
.lG± Uses and buildings accessory to those above; [Amended, effective
5/15/89]
The following uses are permitted in the Rural Industrial District:

204.14.1

.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.10
.11
.12

Single family detached dwellings;
Duplex dwellings;
Agriculture and animal husbandry;
Light manufacturing;
Warehousing and wholesale distribution;
Research facilities;
Municipal uses and buildings;
Sewer pumping stations subject to the provisions of Sec. 419 .4;
Road and rail facilities;
Residential care facilities; [Amended, effective 6/24/91]
Business and professional offices; [Amended, effective 6/24/91]
Construction operations [Amended, effective 4/6/98]

.12
.13

Timber harvesting; [Amended, effective 10/26/98]
Antennas as defined in Sec. 100, subject to Site Plan Review, and
Section 433; [Adopted, effective 12/13/99]
.14 Vete1inary Offices
.14~ Uses and buildings accessory to those above;

I

\

ITEM
08-075
To set a Public Hearing date (June 16th) to sunset existing
Recreation Ordinance and establish new charge for Recreation
Co1n1nittee.

Page 1 of 1

Brenda Stiffler
From: Sarah Davis
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 10:26 AM
To:

Brenda Stiffler

Cc:

William Shane; Bill Landis; Callie Chase; 'Dick Campbell'

Hi Brenda,
As we discussed this morning, I would like to have the updated Community Education and Recreation Advisory
Board bylaws presented to the Town Council for discussion and approval on the June 16th meeting.
We are working on the document this month. The Advisory Board will meet in a special meeting on May 29th to
vote our support for the new document.
FYI, Callie Chase is the chair and Dick Campbell is the vice-chair. They will be at the TC meeting on the 16th to
present the new bylaws ..along with Bill L. and me.
Thanks and let me know if you need any additional information.
Sarah

Sarah Davis
Adult Education Director/ Assistant Recreation Director
Cumberland Community Education & Recreation
829-2208
sdavis@cumberlandmaine.com

5/22/2008
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ITEM
08-076
To set a Public Hearing date (June 16th) to consider and act on a
Mass Gathering Pennit and Victualer's License for the United
Maine Craftsmen's 39 th Annual Cu1nberland A.tis & Craft Show,
August 7, 8, 9 & I 0, 2008 @ the Cumberland Fairgrounds.

UnitedMaine Craftsmen,Inc.
16 Old Winthrop Road
Manchester, Maine 04351
207-621-2818
Fax: 207-621-1945
info@unitedmainecraftsmen.com
www.unitedmainecraftsmen.com

April23,2008
Ms. Nadeen Daniels
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, l\1E 04021
RE: Mass Gathering Permit

Dear Ms. Daniels,
Enclosed please find our check in the amount of $350, and the Mass Gathering
Application. I have attached a copy of the following:
o The rental agreement with the Cumberland Farmers Club
o A proposal from Publiccover Security Services to provide security
o A certificate of liability coverage
o A letter from the Cumberland Police & Rescue to provide services
o A proposal from Troiano Waste & Associated Septic to provide waste
removal and porta-potties
o A list of the food concession vendors, and their applications for temporary
permits.
As additional food concession and Maine Products Tent applications are received I will
periodically forward them to you for review.
The potable water come from the Portland Water District and has always been acceptable
by Eileen Wyatt.
Thank You. Please let me know if there is anything else you require.
/"\
Sinrerely,

xLl,L,'-f-d--~
~r~
Kelley
Administrator

·

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Publication dates·..__ ______
Publication names: 11;recgsfc- r
Data filed: 5-o.;i.- ~8:
Fae rec'd: 5- od, :..o8'
Data Ordinance recaivad:,__ .....
ll._/(l=----lssuad~· ______
Daniad:______

_

_
_

Mass Gathering Application -- Minor Large Outdoor Event
(1,000 - 4,999 persons)
This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event.
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.
Name of applicant:

L.b1
h~JHaiDe.C.[d-H-~meo. Joe
R.d~J Hdrci1esk-J:{~0'-/65f Tel.#
0..>rf'k.clcrd
Ar+:::.Crc1fi.~
&how

Address of applicant: ((,pOld \rJ1f'\1t\rnp
Name of event:

31~

oo"ual

)p"l-lo'J./-J.?i/8:

q

Facility where the event will be held: _C'--'-0--'-'mbz,'--""""__,_r-4-'IP....,O"'"'d'--.,_f;..,,.a"'"'iCi.,;ci:@f-',-'fQLX
Is the facility owned by the applicant: ____

yes;
~
no, (if no, attach a copy of the
contract with the owner which allows use of the property)

Name of promoter (if different from above): ---=s=·
=rn.c...:..:...~--------,--------Telephone number: ;).,DJ- (oJJ- ol..~t~
Date of event:

:f\vsvs+
7-g ·9· /0,

a,co'g; Time (start and finish times): lhur -.Sa-I· (DIH-l-5 PH

Number of tickets available I Johm.ledExpected attendance /O.M0 - j'f.ooo
Description of event: ,?{X)

3clkt ·,ll c)J:;o7 -,tu...,~·J-75'3:J
· f"r.tbt d).R-a.tf_,_.
5"'-t 3'140 - Svrclcur197~

HC'io.e cd·. ~c,lO\

'-UVJ,
r 0Andmod.e_pcuduc.i.

Will any food vendors be serving at the event?
what types)

/~

,s(}llr°t

tL

.J./- fcxx:/(:c..,Y)~12ss.~oo
\[e@rs.·

~Ad L..~uo~
Club bu,(J,~

S,urd~,, {D AH :--4 Pf-1

.

&>Iddt qafe.-

yes, ____

no (if yes, how many, and

fut -s.t,:Yldirij,+e/\-ts +•t1clevnJ<:>
1

Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? ___

yes,

/

~(if

yes, list name and

attach a copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe alcohol will be served) ____

_

Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being proposed.
Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or organization.

1.

fotl fe;st:valcrtAm It" Crd~ - ,Sm,
l,-09
1-hll
~({Y\
Wgsf
b(tXJI-.
He .
fJ.5 E1-l-i,b,-bc:,
. ~ Cus.1bm12rs SefJ-lr:ml?v
t. a.po7 - ,Sfo()!,orec1
b~uf-K_
I

2. 3~-th

(\mbor/2/\dCra~.Shu)() Gmbul~-id tcl,rtjrwod.s- ltfy11sf
9-@. a-oo7

--:XO E;x./2,bhcs

tf-ooo Cvs7Dmfl.r!-

be u/../(._..

~rad

-Shru &rJoarJ~~'\Jrvvnd!.
fnlrtud·/D-/.3,t3Cf)lo
3. ?>?fl:(t,mbul.wlCro-ft
SfDMore~ ~ UHC
.3ooD~·k,m,.s. {b,OCD C.yjprom
Description of facility:
A.
Seating capacity: _____

permanent; _____

temporary

B.

Other seating capacity: ____

C.

Number of toilets available:

D.

Number of par.king spaces available: ____

E.

Are all par.king lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours)
_____
yes; ____
no, if no, which lots are not lighted ____

F.

Source of potable water: fa\r

G.

Refuse containers available, number and size: __

.3 H.

IJ.

Of\

s,~

standing room only (sq. ft)·

permanent;

ILo

on-site; ____

portable

3 +brJ:c.dp
·

off-site
_

We.kc
lJi~6rou0 J wake Cc.nt.e~ itw\Var+lenJ

.30 lfJxd ral I

,__ ________

elf cro±,voe.cs

_

Name of refuse disposal company (attach a copy of the agreement to pick up refuse)

[[01eµo
I.

festival; ____

\~}As.+L ~v:ULJ

J.nc.....

When will refuse be picked up? ___._H--1.=0..,_,f\cl,_,™1-="f--ibJ~0j=cJ.,.,_s.JL-.......
{,._._/.___,.d,()=O"-"~.___
__

Public Safety:
J.

Describe first aid facilities: _

cil"'--'-'"'d__,£=e.~s.C.....,u=k""""'--------

_,__C.....,u=Mw...ub.,._,__...,,I

K.

L.

Describe emergency facilities:

Cu:Yl
b2r lc3nd
])o/,u__ ~

oeres.s~1
PQ..(

. Describe communication facilities: Al I
c.e.l\ ph>f\Md!Sb .;\ifojlc:\ble-c:

~{JI')()(!.

l w i I Ccrry

c&:\,o.s.,

d.S.

roqu,r~
J bi CufY\bl2..(/~J
-Pol,u.
D41+

M.

Number of certified police officers:

N.

Other security personnel (include companY.name and qualifications): ____

Public

(C,)l{ILC

Secur,=', (_5pK -lzy!;,±
?fl,\ -

0.

Describe fire personnel:

P.

Name of liability insurance

5fM

_

&xjv~f
;b'-h-)

Cufl\hU(c."df:re. ~1

Other

Zur:d1

Amount of coverage ;) .00'.), 000
Q.

'Tosvr anl.L.
: amount of property insurance ~;. CX::O
-

Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e .. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit)

On ______________
Gathering Ordinance.

(date), I received a copy of the Cumberland Mass
(authorized signature)

==="'"'=""====-·=-==x=e-=,-==-=-=--·=--=··=·======-

=-=--=-==========~==============•--=rli'

UNITEDMAINECRAFTSMEN,INC.
16 OLD WINTHROP ROAD, #2
MANCHESTER, MAINE 04351
(207) 621-2818

10301

1
1

BANK OF AMERICA

52-36-112

04/22/2008

PAY

TOTHE
ORDER OF

$

Town of Cumberland

**350.00

Three Hundred Fifty and 00/100**************************************************************

DOLLARS

Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Rd
CumberlandME 04021
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Mass GatheringPermit
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UNITED MAINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.

Town of Cumberland
5000 · Show Expense:5022 · Permits
5000 · Show Expense:5022 · Permits
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10301
04/22/2008
Mass GatheringPermit - Minor Event
Advertise public hearing
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Bank of America Che Mass Gathering Permit

350.00

CumberlandFarmer's Club
Michael Timmons, President
140 Bruce Hill Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Business Telephone: 207-829-4856 Fax: 207-829-4639

Rental Agreement
Rental of Grounds for one week beginning on

Monday August 4, 2008 until Monday, August 11, 2008

$8,200.00

Additional Camping$25.00 per night
Dumping Feq.
&k $5.00 each 50 gallons
1 1
~/~c.,.f;..,~ f - \t\e\vdle.i/\
cbou'.:J-Pt:',, cJ-?
I agree to furnish proof of liability insurance of$1,000,000 and the Farmers Club must be
named as co-insured.

,e.f'~ -,

Terms: One-half of rental due at the time of signing of this Agreement; the balance due
the day before the scheduled event.

UNITEDMAINE CRAFTSMEN,INC.
Name of Organization
16 Old Winthrop Rd. #2, Manchester ME 04351
Mailing Address
23-7072870
Fed ID#

207-621-2818
Telephone Number

Date(s) renting the grounds: August 4, 2008 until August 11, 2008
Date Signed:

1/4

oZ

fr

•
SECURITY
SERVICE,
INC.

March 25,2008
Laurie Kelley
United Maine Craftsmen,Inc
16 Old Winthrop Road #2
Manchester,Me 04351
Dear Laurie;
.
It would be our pleasure to once again provide Security Service for the United Maine Craftsmen 1s
39th Cumberland Craft Show.
·
My understanding of your Security Requirement for this year 1s craft show are;
2-Officers from 5pm--Midnight
= 14 hrs
2 Officers from Midnight-Midnight = 48 hrs
2 Officers From Midnight--Midnight = 48 hrs
2 Officers From Modnight Midnight = 48 hrs
2 Officers From Midnight --5 pm
= 34 hrs
TOTAL = 192 hrs
The rate for this year is $16.50 per man hour.Assuming coverage as outlined above, the cost
of service would be$ 3168.00
Wednesday , August 6
Thrusday,
August 7
Friday,
August 8 .
Saturday,
August 9
Sunday. . August 10

Should you have any additional changes,please don1t hesitate to call us.
If the above.meets ·1hyour approval,please sign and return a copy.

Sincerely,f!J

µ

JJ

Richard N.Paisley
rick@publicoversecurity.com
Operations Manager
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P. 0. Box10140 • 367 St. JohnStreet • Portland,Maine04104 • (207)773-3736 • Fax1207)761-0032
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ACORD,., CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
l'RODUC!ll

I

DAff(IMDlllYYYY)

04/10/08

THIS Cl!R11FICATEIS ISSU!D AS A MATTl!R OF INl'ORMATION
ONLY AND CONFl!RSNO RIGHTSUPONTHI!Cl!RTIFICATI!
HOLDER.TIIS CERTlflCATE DOES NOT AMEND,EXTENDOR
ALTER THE COVERAGEAFFORDEDBY THE POLICES BELOW.

Cron-Aug Jones Hoxie CL
116 Community Drive
Augusla, ME 04330
207~791

NAICt

INSURERSAFFORDINGCOVERAGE
INSURERA: Zurich Insurance

ltlaURE>

Unltad MaineCraftsmen,Inc.
c/o LaurieKelley
16 Old Winthrop Road Unit 2
Manchester,ME 04351

INBUR&R
1:

19358
111"'9

MaineEmDloversMutual InsuranceCo.

INSURERC:
INSURERD:
INSURERE;

COVERAOes
THE POLICIESOF INSURANCELISTEDBELOWHAVEBEENISSUEDTO THE INSUREDNAMEDABOVEFORTHE POLICYPERIODINOICAlED.NOTWITHSTANJING
Nl'f REQUIREMENT,
TERMOR CONDITIONOF ANY CONTRACTOR OlltER DOCUMENTWITHRESPECTTO WHICHTlilS CERTIFICAlEMAY BE ISSUEDOR
MAY PERTAIN,THE INSURANCEAFFORDEDBY lltE POUCIESDESCRIBEDHEREINIS SUBJECTTO ALL THE TERMS,EXCLUSIONSANOCONDmONSOF SUCH
POLICIES.AGGREGATELIMITSSHOWNMAY HAVEBEENREDUCEDBY PAIDClAIMS.
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Evidence of ln■urance

Event: 39th Cumberland Arts & Crafts Show

Date: August 7•10, 200B
CERTIFICATEHOLDER

CANCELLATION
IIIOULDAH'I OFlHI AIOYI ~ POUCIU N CANCEi.LiDIEFOAI THI IXPIAA1!0H

Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumbertand Center, ME 04021
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ACORD,. CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
Pll0DUCER

DATl!(lallDOIYYYY)

04/10/08

THIS CERTIFICATEIS ISSUEDAS A MATTEROF INFORMATION
ONLY AND CONFERSNO RIGHTSUPONTHE CERTIFICATE
HOLD!R. THl8 Cl!RTIFICATEDOl!S NOT AMEND,EXTYD OR
ALTER THE COVERAGEAFFORDEDBY THEPOLICIESBELOW.

Cross-Aug Jones Hoxie CL
116 Community Drive
Augusta, ME 04330
207 623-4791
INIVIWI

INSURERSAFFORDINGCOVERAGE

NAICI

IHSURERA:Zurich

19356
11149

Insurance
1NsURERa: MaineEnmloyers Mutual lnaurance Co.

Unltlld MaineCraftsmen, Inc.
c/o LaurieKelley
16 Old Winthrop Road Unit 2
Manchnt.r, ME 04351

INSURERC:
INBUAERD:
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MAY PERTAIN,THE INSURANCEAFFORDEDBY THE POLICIESDESCRIBEDHEREINIS SUBJECTTO All THETERMS,EXCWSIONSANO CONDmONs OF SUCH
POIJClES.AGGREGATELIMITSSHOWNMAY HAVEBEENREDUCEDBY PAIDCLAIMS.
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Evidenceof Insurance

Event: 39th CumberlandArts & Crafts Show
Date: August 7-10, 2008
CERTIFICATEHOLDER

CANCELLATION
IHOULD/IM'fOl'THIA■OYI

The CumberlandFarmer'• Club
140 Bruce HIii Road
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
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CU/'4BEi?LAND POLICE DEl'ART//1ENT
'

.

290 Tuttle Rond
Cumberland, M,,ine o,;021

.

Joseph J. Charron
Chief

April8,2008

United Maine Craftsmen, Inc.
16 Old Winthrop Road
Manchester, ME 04351

Dear Sir:
This letter is confirmation that the Cumberland Police Department and the Cwnberland
Rescue Department will provide coverage for the 39th Annual Cumberland Craft Show
August 7-10, 2008. The time will be 10:00 am to 5:30 pm Thursday through Saturday
and 10:00 am to 4:00 pm on Sunday. We bill you accordingly at the completion of the
coverage.
Should you have any further question, please feel free to contact me at 829-4085, Ext
220, or email me at jduchesneau@cumberlandmaine.com.
Sincerely,

.:--:_7 l

/J,, A~ 1~/uwlC.CZl-1_
<Jelm Duchesneau

Administrative Assistant
Cumberland Police Dept.
Cumberland Rescue Dept.

l;me,-gcncy
1129-3120
Busincs~
829-6391
Fa~
829-4214
829-2211

t-0,986

li'02

Associated
sauuc
service,
Inc.
♦♦♦
P.O. Box 10839♦Portland.Maine 04104
Phone(207} 799-1980♦ Fax (207) 767-6156
1-800-287-0139

March27, 2008

UnitedMaineCraftsmen,Inc.
16 Old WinthropRd Suite2
Manchester,ME0435l
ATI'N: LaurieKelly
Oc:arLaurie;
We at AssociatedSepticServices Inc. wmlldlike to thank you ior the oppom.mityto offer pricing for your portable
restroomservicefor your event.
Therates for thejob would be:
Toilets
o
o
o
o

o

Rental
RegularUnits
HandicapUni~
Sink Stations

$60-perunit
$85 per unit
$75

perunit

Strvice
All types of units
Case ofToiler Papt:r(96 rolls

$12 per serviceper unit
$50 per case

Options
Waterlesshand sanitizer

$0 includedno fee

30 yd WllSt:e containers

o
o
c

Renr
Haulto Lnndfill
Disposal

$20 per weekper can
$J20perhaul
$75 per ton

Estimateon ,oiler rental
16 Regularunits
960
3 Handicapuoits
255
4 Sink Station
300
69 3 davs service ocr unit 828
2 Ca~ of toilet paper
100
of P111lertowels 15
I C11se
Total 2458
DeliveryDate 8/04/08
ServiceDates: 8/8 8/9 8/l0
Rl!movalDate 8/11/08
Sincerely,

~

' I

TJ Troiano
AssocintedSeptic Services,Inc.

!

United Maine Craftsmen's
39 Annual Cumberland Arts & Crafts Show
August 7-10, 2008
th

FOOD CONCESSION VENDORS
Victualer License Applications and fees attached

Dan Caspanris
Kemal Bob's Kettle Korn
3 3 Oak Hill Rd
Monmouth, ME 04259

Brad Pollard
Cole Fanns
POBox67
Ray, ME 04039

Jody Bobrow
Three Leaf Foods
7 Candlewick Ln
Cumberland, ME 04021

Krisy Alexander
Ye Olde Fish & Chips
495 Bnmswick Road
Richmond, ME 04357

Michael Lawlor
Mike's Italian Ice
22 Webber Fann Road
South Paris, ME 04281

Vincent Nielson
Vinnys Concessions
PO Box 53
Gorham, ME 04038

Steve Aucoin
Aucoin' s Concessions
233 Oak Hill RD
Litchfield, ME 04350

Cumberland North Yannouth Lions Club (will get pennit directly from you)
c/o Ken Snitger
105 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

ITEM
08-077
To set a Public Hearing date (June 16th) to consider and act on a
Mass Gathering Pennit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club
Dog Show, June 20, 21 & 22, 2008, @ the Cu1nberland
Fairgrounds.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Publication dates·._______
Publication names:.______
Date filed,_·______
Fee rec'd·._______
Date Ordinance received.._·
______
Issued.._·
______
Denied:._______

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event.
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $500.

(!;M/;£/£,,-4 t2l

Name of applicant:

Address of applicant:/fo

fruc(J
¢;l?J

~ £,,i,,
c/4l

Tel.#

Pt/--sJ:1/

Name of event: ~1~.L.t...(.~~~-.J!-.!'.!...f-~.l+-----.!.~~=---:~~=---=-/----------Facility where th event will be held: ---'--"+-f,'-.L~-'-4-.q...,.=j-~r-.:::."--'-<-:,F,-<-l.<-"f-L~'-=-------Is the facility owned by the applicant:

~

Name of promoter (if clifferent from above):

£,,,,
o lrw/--Jitk,--;;ff:;,,,,e/
f% .J

Telephone number:

yes; ---~no, (if no, attach a copy of the
contract with the owner which allows use of the property)

.;h,'.2-m- )O!Jf5

Will any food vendors be serving at the event? _✓___
s, how many, and
,14_
LC
J
what types) -~---=,J....___!:V_.: L<...rJ~-=-.L),L_-~~:......::L.-~..!....1<:::c....~-=-1..x;;......L.;.._...i.::::.s:-,:;;..t---=Q..=":.....:c.=---

,'7 ,A,,-,,l2;;.,,?,f-"T=~
,M

<

Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? ___

yes,

i---;o
(if yes, list name and
attach a copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe alcohol will be served) ____
_

Date of event:.?

tJ,~~ ;}),,

Description of event:

Time (startand finish times):/M

=
o~JI ar'rl.

Number of tickets available:
Expected attendance:

dOVr

-,,ttf7--

/566

c;JtJOQ

ionq

,.J

- '~4

fry-,_

Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being proposed.
Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or organization.

Description of facility:

c::2aJo

Seating capacity:

B.

Other seating capacity:

C.

Number of toilets availabll: .

D.

Number of parking spaces availab{e:

E.

Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours)
-1J_ yes; ____
no, if no, which lots are not lighted ____

F.
G.

So~

4,:

potable water:

c1.V

,

festival:,-;?07.JV
permanent;

5'1'.:oon-site;

temporary

r
o<SZJo

standing room only
portable

off-site

------11fc....'f,<;-_,f/m--~--,•
,, ~ ?
Vovi
er:2.12..

Refuse containers available, num er and size:

7o_¼rd

f

flt,,,c/4,-

e of refuse dis osal company (attach a copy of the agreeme. t to pick up refuse)

✓
I.

_

-z;;;:,,h
/,-v,:,.£):: ('l/1(?

--,-...

H.

permanent;

51JD

A.

h.........
A
....
~
.....
.......,./~-----------

When will refuse be picked up? ---.,F-h
.....

Public Safety:

,

<,

Describe first aid facilities:

K.

Describe emergency facilities:

~

?"°"'"
:J,-

7?U

J.

/

ller(/.tP

60r~

f

,9w<( ,----

M.

Number of certified police officers:

N.

Other security personnel (include company name and qualifications):

0.

Describe fire personnel:

_.z.~~...,__

_____________

_

..,._~<F----

-...,:.p,t~¥-----------

Traffic Plan
P.
Description of routes persons attending the event are likely to take, include number of
~ontro~
and_Aeploym~nJ,descrjl3ti;ms. /I/
I
/
J
:f:"9-,
Uru~
/21/.:/(
£cf-;
g){u,,,
&'Jun:!
/(
~
,d
1
Q.
Descri)>e rnethod~eyl !O}.}l~bliyiz~aj.ternateroutes of reaching the scene of the event.
R.
st~tfrif
em ;ra~bilivy
frrms to remove disabled vehicles.

U

./2

ttaar

/11.o./orv

CrowdMana~{
S.

ol'{rfvtr~t

Plan /or discouraging those not holding tickets for the event from not coming to the event
site.

d

-/4 4/},A/2c:.- ~

~"'

T.

Pl~f6r

U.

Will all publicity stop ~~oon

~yeve~g

on p~

l',f<.o/J~r/4;/~>'M~r"J
_____

V.

tre~sing

Il0

~~{

property in the area.

f?w.f'~r.r0.,u,,<,t
-

as it is appar

t that the event is sold out? ____

r _/,,
tf

yes;

Description of how the event will be publicized, include how a sell-out will be
publicized.

j/- -

f'V~ ./-

.u.M_'c
_

Other

W.

Name of liability insurance ______________________

X.

Amount of coverage
· amount of property insurance ____
_
Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e .. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit)

Ju ,f-11-add ,,t.r:,_,,,,M
/f:A
c,._;

_

~

I

''
On _______________
Gathering Ordinance.

(date), I received a copy of the Cumberland Mass
(authorized signature)

CERTIFICATE
Producer

OF LIABILITY

INSURANCE
ISSUE DATE ( 03/17/08
This certificate
is issued
as a matter
of information
only and confers
no
SPORTSMEN'S INS. AGENCY PLAN, INC rights
upon the certificate
holder.
This
PO BOX 799
certificate
does not amend, extend
or
CAPE VINCENT, NY 13618
alter
the coverage
afforded
by the
Agency Code: 55-2240
policies
below.
Insured
Penobscot
Valley
Kennel
Club
118 WILDWOODESTATES DR.
HOLDEN ME 04429
ANN PEDRESCHI Treasurer

Insurer

INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE
11
A 11 HANOVER INSURANCE CO. NAIC#22292

Covera es
The policies
of insurance
listed
below have been issued
to
the
insured
named
above
for
the
policy
period
indicated,
notwithstanding
any
requirement,
term or condition
of any
contract
or
other
document
with
respect
to
which
this
certificate
may be
issued
or may pertain,
the
insurance
afforded
by the policies
described
herein
is subject
to all
the
terms,
exclusions
and conditions
of such policies.
Limits
shown may have
been reduced
by paid claims.
Insr
Ltr 11A 11
LIMITS
TYPE OF INSURANCE
(X) ADD'L INSURED
General
Aggregate
$2000000.00BI/PD_K_Commercial
General
Liability
Each Occurrence
$1000000.00BI/PD
__ Claims
Made _K_Occurrence
Contractual
Liab.
$---~--incl
Prod.-Comp/Op
Agg.
$ __ i_n~c~l
___
_
POLICY#
RHS4893138
12
Pers.
& Adv.
Injury
$_~e~x~c~l
___
_
EFFECTIVE DATE 04/08/08
Damage To Rented
Premises$
50 000.
EXPIRATION DATE 04/08/09
Medical
Payments
$ 5,000.00
ea person
12:01 A.M. STANDARD TIME
CERTIFICATE#
HD40272
Automobile
Liability
__ Hired Autos
__ Non-Owned

Autos

Excess/Ur'.lbrel

la T,i abi
NIL

POLICY#:
CERTIFICATE#
EFFECTIVE:
1

TO

12:01

A.M.

ity

Worker's
Comp. & Employers'
Liability
NIL
Other:
Description
of Operations/Locations/Vehicles/Exclusions
endorsement/Special
Items
Organized
Club and/or
Show activities.
Certificate
Holder
CUMBERLANDFAIR
CUMBERLANDFARMERS CLUB
140 BRUCE HILL ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME
04021

AUTHORI~DREPRESENTATIVE

added

by

Cancellation
Should
any of the above described
policies
be cancelled
before
the
expiration
date
thereof,
the Insurer
will
endeavor
to mail 10 days
written
notice
to the certificate
holder
named to the left,
but failure
to do so shall
impose no obligation
or
liability
of any kind upon the Insurer
, its
agents
or representatives.

POLICY NUMBER:RHS489313B 12/HD40272
COMMERCIALGENERAL LIABILITY
Penobscot
Valley
Kennel Club
THIS ENDORSEMENTCHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
ADDITIONAL INSURED - MANAGERSOR LESSORS OF PREMISES

This

endorsement

modifies

insurance

COMMERCIALGENERAL LIABILITY

provided

under

the

following:

COVERAGEPART.
SCHEDULE

1.

Designi~ion

2.

Name of Person

cf

Premises

(Part

or Organization

Leased

to Y~u):

(Additional

*See

description

below.

Insured):

CUMBERLANDFAIR
CUMBERLANDFARMERS CLUB
140 BRUCE HILL ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME
04021
3. Additional
(If no entry
endorsement
endorsement.

Premium:

#1

appears
above,
the
will
be
shown
in

information
required
the
Declaration
as

to
complete
applicable
to

this
this

WHO IS INSURED (Section
II) is amended to include
as an insured
the person
or
organization
shown in the Schedule
but only with respect
to liability
arising
out of the ownership,
maintenance
or
use
of
that
part
of
the
premises
leased
to
you
and
shown
in
the Schedule
and subject
to the
following
additional
exclusions:
This

insurance

:.. . Any

that

11

occurrence

does

not
11

apply

to:

t,Jhi_<:::h t:=:ikes

plaC'e

after

you

ce<'lse to

be

a

t:enanr.

in

premises.

2.
Structural
alterations,
performed
by or on behalf
Schedule.

of

new construction
the
person
or

or
demolition
operations
organization
shown
in
the

*USING:
CLUB DESIGNATED AREAS INCLUDING THE PULLING ARENA, CHOWARENA,
INCLUDING ALL COVERED AREAS AT CUMBERLAND FAIRGROUNDS, 140 BRUCE HILL
ROAD, CUMBERLAND, ME.,
JUNE 21 & 22, 2008 FOR AN ORGANIZED DOG CLUB
ACTIVITY.

CG 20 11 01 96

Copyright

Insurance

Services

Office,

Inc.,

1994

f'/41-h £·.4e¥>~
h/f01~
Grounds Rentals for 2008---Contracts Pending on additional events

April ---September-

Ultimate Frisbee--lnfield

May 10, 2008

Rabbit Shop- Show Arena

May 15, 2008

Horse Sale-Paddock

May 18, 2008

Mini Horse Clinic-Pulling Arena

May 31, 2008

4-H Sheep Clinic Show Arena

June 7, 2008

June Jambree

June 29, 2007

Mini Horse Spring Show Pulling Arena

June 20, 21, 22, 2008

Penobscot Valley Dog Show-Show Arena

Jw1e20, 21, 22, 2008

Collie Dog Show-Camping Area

June 22, 23, 24, 2007

Restaurant Open

Jw1e 4, 5, 2008

Antique Show

August 3, 2008

Mini Horse Summer Show Pulling Arena

August 5,6,7,8,9,10, 2008

United Maine Craftsman Show

August 19, 26, 2008

Keenan Auto Auction/Antique Autos

August 19, 2008

Standardbred Pleasure Show-Riding Arena

August 23,24, 2008

Going Green Expo Tentative pending contract

September 5, 2008

Horse Sale-Paddock

September 13, 2008

Emergency Evacuation Training

SEPTEMBER 21, 29

CUMBERLAND FAIR

September 29, 2007

Mini Horse Show Riding Arena

Dates for out door Horse shows to be added

ITEM
08-078
To set a Public Hearing date (June 16th ) to consider and act
on a Wharfing Out Pennit for Peter & Dom1a Ven·ill,
7 Broad Cove Way.

Meeting Minutes
Town of Cumberland
Coastal Waters Commission
May 21, 2008
Present:
Staff:

Lewis lncze, Chair, Paul Weiss, Committee Member
Guy Watson, Liason Harbor Master-Police Dept., Mike Perfetti,
Town Council, William Shane, Town Manager, Tammy O'Donnell,
Deputy Clerk

Guests:

Barney Baker, Engineer-owner's representative, Scott Dyer, Custom
Floats, Henrietta Stewart, abutter.

I. Site Walk, 7 Broad Cove, Cumberland Foreside held at 6:00 p.m., May 21, 2008.
All members listed above attended the site walk.
II.

Public Hearing, 7:00 p.m., May 21, 2008

Chairman lncze opened the public hearing and read from the ordinance that the
committee's purpose is to protect public access to the shore, minimize
adverse impact on fisheries and on public enjoyment of the shoreline, including
visual and navigational impacts.
Chairman lncze requested questions and discussion on any issues regarding the sitewalk at the Verrill property, 7 Broad Cove Road.
Mr. Watson raised three concerns: {1} pier elevation; {2} erosion of the fringing
marsh by the pier supports; and (3) sono tubes causing erosion on the steep hillside.
He addressed the fact that the float would restrict access to mudflats for clammers

and warmers, but the area is small and the clammers would dig that location during
the off-season. He did not consider this to be a significant problem.
Discussion centered on the impact of the float on the flats and the height
requirements for the pier. It was recommended that the clearance under the
seaward end of the last seasonal pier segment had to be at least 6'6 so that
someone could walk beneath when the mud flats were under water {worm and clam
diggers are the most likely people walking the shore in this area).
Mr. Baker said that the sono tubes would be plastic {not cardboard) and that the set
near the top of the bank would be moved back a little to reduce the potential for
erosion at that location.
Chairman lncze echoed the concern about the pipe supports {11 sets) causing
damage to the fringing marsh. He expressed surprise that this was considered lower
impact than a permanent structure that could be erected with a single set of pilings.
Mr. Dyer said that in other marsh locations there has been little damage beyond the
immediate footprint of the pads.
Mr. Weiss stated that this appears to be a minimal impact system. However,
environmentally it will have an impact. Mr. Weiss also remarked that this is
something he is totally opposed to {private waterfront ownership and
development). He will however, respect and follow the committee's guidelines and
the ordinance.
Chairman lncze responded that as a committee, we have limited jurisdiction and are
required to follow the ordinance. The structures {piers and floats, under some
conditions) are allowed by law, and the purpose of the ordinance is to minimize
their impacts.
Councilor Perfetti commented that the ordinance says to "minimize effect, not
eliminate". Councilor Perfetti noted that by law, people have property rights, and
they need to be respected. The committee needs to stick to the ordinance. The
property owners have the right to do this.
Mr. Shane stated that a lot of the issues this committee struggles with go back to
property rights in general.
Mr. Baker responded that there will be some impact; they have however, stopped
their fixed structure, and there will be no permanent structure in the water. The
proposed structure is a very light structure. As a result, the impact will be much less.
The marsh has a period of time to recover as this is a seasonal structure and only
installed for 7 months of the year.

Mr. Shane had some concern with items missing in the application as submitted
under section 423.3.4.C. Items missing were:
(1) Narrative as to habitat types;
(2) Property boundary surveys;
(3) Right title and interest to the main (house) lot and the new lot that was
purchased;
(4) Materials to be used; (what are the materials).
(5) We are providing conditional approval on the assumption that the permits,
initially given for a location on the northern end of the Verrill property, will be
issued for the currently proposed location on the new lot.
Items causing concern were structure clearance, the diagram not based on actual
site survey, and the posts and pipe feet.
The committee noted that the edge of the fringing marsh was not accurately located
in the drawings and requested that it be shown in its proper location in the
application.
Mr. Shane requested that helix anchors be used. The helix anchors seem to be
better all the way around. Mr. Dyer stated that they did plan to use them.
The committee would like to see a cross section on the diagrams and a visual as well.
Mr. Shane proposed that the Coastal Waters Committee recommend that the Verrill
application receive conditional approval and be sent on to the town council. The
conditions are as follows:
•

Army Corp and DEP written permits are modified and part of the Planning Board
packet. The permits shall reflect without modification, the plans described and
the location shown on the May 20, 2008 site walk of the Coastal Waters
Commission.

•

The applicant shall meet all state, local & town building codes.

•

The clearance distance under the pier at a point near the intersection of the
ramp and pier shall be no less than 6'-6". This clearance shall allow for
pedestrian passage beneath the pier structure.

•

The applicant shall provide storage in an upland area for storage of the seasonal
float system.

•
•

The applicant shall provide clear right title & interest to both pieces of property.
Correct drawing 2 of 2 "Structural Plan and Elevation" to accurately depict fringe
marsh, helix anchoring and adjust the second concrete support in the
embankment.

Chairman lncze proposed the committee approve the application based on the
conditions listed above. Mr. Weiss seconded.
A recommendation for conditional approval for the wharfing out permit will be
submitted to the Town Council.
Meeting adjourned: 8:40 p.m.

PETRUCCELLI, MARTIN

& HADDOW, L

Attorneys at Law
50 Monument Square
Post Office Box 17555
Portland. Maine 04112-8555

BRUCE A MCGLAUFLIN
b111cglazifli11@p111hlega/.co111

May 16, 2008

William Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
280 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

RE:

Peter & Donna Verrill
Wharfing-out permit

Dear Mr. Shane:
Thank you for speaking with me this morning about the Verrill wharfing-out
permit. As I explained on the phone, I represent Mrs. Henrietta Stewart whose property
at 7 Broad Cove Way abuts the Verrill property. Mrs. Stewart was concerned about the
Verrill pier because the proposed location was close to an area of the shore that is very
sensitive to disturbance. She had extensive work done in this area in the past to protect
the roots of a large oak tree. The Verrills have graciously listened to her concerns and are
now proposing a new location on an adjacent parcel on the downstream side of the
Verrill' s house lot.
There is an additional concern for which I request your assistance and
consideration. As you may be aware, the configuration of Broad Cove Way tends to
funnel traffic onto Mrs. Stewart's property. Mrs. Stewart requests that steps be taken to
ensure that vehicles do not encroach on or block her driveway during site walks or during
construction. It is also important that all foot traffic be on the Verrill side of the fence
and away from Mrs. Stewart's property to avoid any disruption of the embankment in the
vicinity of the boundary line. I have spoken to Mr. Baker of these concerns. He
expressed a willingness to hold a pre-construction meeting to address how these concerns
will be handled during construction.

Voice: 207.775.0200

www.petruccellimartin.com

Facsimile:

207.775 . .2360

William Shane, Town Manager
May 16, 2008
Page2

We greatly appreciate your consideration of these concerns.

Bruce A.Mc~
BMcG/jp
cc:
Barney Baker, P .E.
William & Donna Verrill
Henrietta Stewart

Notice of Decision
Date: November 18, 2005
To:

William Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cwnberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

Zoning Ordinance Amendment- Section 423.4- Piers, Docks, Wharves,
Bridges and Other Structures.
This is to advise you that on November 15, 2005 Planning Board voted
recommend the proposed amendments and replacement of Section 423 .4
of the Zoning Ordinance. The Board recommended that Section 418 of
the Zoning Ordinance be removed. The Board also voted to recommend
that the Town Attorney review the language of Section 423.3 .5.6; to
review the sentence structure, and Section 423.3.4 with the question of
keeping the language and character of area.
Findings of Fact:

None

Waivers granted:

None

Waivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval

This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the
application and suppo1iing documents submitted and affirmed to by the applicant. Any
variation from the plans, proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes
as so determined by the Town Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject
to review and approval of the Planning Board prior to implementation.

Cumberland Planning Board

Thomas E. Powers, Board Chair

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
December 12, 2005
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CUMBERLAND SHORELAND ZONING ORDINANCE

SECTION 423 - Piers, Docks, Wharves, Floats, Bridges and Other Structures and Uses
Extending Over or Beyond the Normal High-Water Line of a Water Body or Within a
Wetland. [Amended and effective December 12, 2005
SECTION 423.1 - PURPOSE
The purpose of this section of the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance is to protect traditional
public access to, and use of the shore; and to minimize adverse impacts on fisheries, on
the enviromnent and on public enjoyment of the shoreline, including visual and
navigational impacts.

SECTION 423.2 - APPLICABILITY
This section pertains to construction of, or alteration and repairs to, piers, wharves, docks,
bridges, floats and other structures and uses extending over or beyond the mean highwater line of a water body, submerged lands, or wetlands. These are referred to simply as
"piers, wharves, docks, bridges, floats and other structures" in the sections below.
Piers are platforms built with pilings for support; wharves are solid structures built of
granite blocks and/or other contiguously placed materials; the term docks refers to (1)
the docking space alongside or between piers and wharves as well as (2) the piers and
wharves themselves (the more conunon usage). "Other structures" include, but are not
limited to, items such as ramps, marine rails and cribbing.
Functionally water-dependent uses - those uses that require, for their primary purpose,
location on submerged lands or that require direct access to, or location in, coastal or
inland waters and that can not be located away from these waters. The uses include, but
are not limited to commercial and recreational fishing and boating facilities, excluding
recreational boat storage buildings, finfish and shellfish processing, fish storage and retail
and wholesale fish marketing facilities, waterfront dock and port facilities, shipyards and
boat building facilities, marinas, navigation aids, basins and channels, retaining walls,
and uses that primarily provide general public access to coastal or inland waters.

SECTION 423.3 - REVIEW AND APPROVAL AUTHORITY
The Plaiming Board is authorized to review and act on applications as defined above.
Projects shall be reviewed for conformance with the provisions of this section and
Section 206 - Site Plan Review. The Plam1ing Boai·d may act to approve, disapprove, or
approve the project with conditions as authorized by these provisions.

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
December 12, 2005
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SECTION 423.3.4 - REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS
423.3.4.A - _Prior to submission of any application, a Wharfing-Out permit must
issued by the Town Council under Title 38, Chapter 9 of M.R.S.A. After the approval
of a Wharfing Out permit and prior to submission of any municipal applications, the
applicant must obtain all required Federal and State permits, as required, including but
not limited to, a permit from the Department of Environmental Protection under the
Natural Resources Protection Act, 38 M.R.S.A. 480-C as subsequently amended and the
Anny Corps of Engineers.

423.4.B - The Town shall notify all property owners within 1,500'of the proposed
project. In addition, the Town shall place public notices in four (4) locations to maximize
notification of the affected citizenry and shall place public notices in two local papers.
423.3.4.C - A completed site plan review application and information describing
conformance with the provisions of this section, shall be submitted to the Town Planner.
Applications shall include, but shall not be limited to, structure elevations, high and low
water elevations, building materials to be used, soil substrates, habitat types, and property
boundary surveys. The Town Planner shall review the materials for completeness. Once
the application is determined to be complete, the Town Planner will forward the
application to the Coastal Waters Commission (CWC). The CWC shall provide the
Planning Board a written advisory recommendation regarding all applications related to
this Section.
SECTION 423.3.5 - APPROVAL STANDARDS AND CRITERIA
The following standards shall apply to all piers, docks, wharves, floats, bridges, and other
structures and uses extending over or beyond the normal high-water line of a water body,
submerged lands or wetland:
.1

Access from shore shall be developed on land and soils appropriate for such use
and constructed so as to control erosion .

.2

The location shall not unreasonably interfere with developed or natural beach
areas .

.3

The facility shall be located so as not to unduly interfere with fisheries .

.4

The facility shall be no larger in dimension than necessary to carry on the activity
and shall be consistent with the stmounding character and use of the area .

.5

No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge,
float or other structure without an application and approval justifying the
functionally water dependant use of said addition .

.6

No existing structure on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge, float or
other structure shall be converted to a dwelling unit or any use other than a
functionally water dependant use in any district.

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
December 12, 2005
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.7

Lighting on piers, wharves, docks, bridges, floats and other structures should be
designed and installed to minimize negative impacts on other properties and safe
navigation at night. Negative impacts include excessive lighting and unnecessary
glare that can be a hazard to navigation.
Public and commercial facilities shall submit a lighting plan for review by the
Planning Board for safety and compatibility with the proposed use.
All lighting shall be in conformance with all Federal, State and local stm1da.rds
including Coast Guard Regulations for lighting of piers or whm·ves where
applicable .

.8

Except in the General Development District and Commercial Fisheries/Maritime
Activities District, structures built on, over or abutting a pier, whmf, dock, bridge,
float or other structure extending beyond the normal high-water line of a water
body or within a wetland shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in height above the
pier, wharf, dock or other structure .

.9

Structures shall not unduly interfere with passage along or within the intertidal
zone in order to protect established colonial rights for fishing, fowling and
navigation. This may require accommodations such as steps or pier elevations
that would allow passage over or beneath a structure .

. 10

Where the applicant has applied for "group dock" and the waterfront structure
proposed will serve more than one property, the property owners shall submit to
the Town a proposed easement deed demonstrating that permanent access and
maintenance rights shall be granted to the parties sharing the structure. The
parties shall submit to the Code Enforcement Officer proof of recording of the
easement after its review m1d approval by the Town.

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
December 12, 2005
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~CESIGNCXlNSULTPNTS
Clvit. Al01lno and St,uclurol Engineorlng

To: William Shane- Town Manager

Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
From:

Barney Baker, PE

Date:

April 11, 2008

Subject:

Copy:

Job No:

Wharfing Out Permit Request; 7 Broad Cove Way, Cumberland, ME
Applicants: Peter and Donna Verrill
File, Peter and Donna Verrill, Scott Dyer- Custom Floats
Bill Longley-CEO, Carla Nixon-Planner
07057
(207) 829-2205 D.\DDC\_PROJEClreN>7-S7 VERRILL NER.\PERMIT~IDERLJ.JID\T-DS-1.IXX::

TRANSMITTAL
Reviewed D
For your use D

As per your request D

VIA:
Personal Delivery D
Special Delivery D
Messenger D
U.S. Mail D
U.S. Express Mail D
Overnight Express D
UPS D
Separate Cover D

Attached is documentation to support a formal request for a Wharfing Out Perm it for the
Verrill Verrill Shorefront Stair and Seasonal Dock, Gangway & Float. I understand this must
be obtained prior to formal submission to the Planning Board.
This has also been submitted electronically.
Page (s)

Support Material

1-6

"Draft" Shoreland Application

7-8

423.5 Approval Standards

9-20

NRP A Permit By Rule Application
with Agent Authorization, Location
Map, Tax Map, Shorebird Mapping,
ACOEPermit

21-23

Project Plans

Fax □

Modem D

Please contact this office with any questions or comments. Please schedule a site visit with
Coastal Waters Commission and hearing at your convenience.

11StonyBrookLane,Yarmouth,
Maine04096

T: (207)846-9724

F: (207)846-3620 Email:bbaker@maine.rr.com

DECD/OCP J/91 - Revised locally 10/1/02

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:

PERMITNO.: ______

_

ISSUEDATE: _____
FEE AMOUNT: _____

_
_

Town of Cumberland
Shoreland Zoning Permit Application

GENERAL INFORMATION

I. APPLICAITT

2. APPLICANTADDRESS

7 Broad Cove Way

Peter and Donna Verrill

Cumberland, Maine 04021

4. PROPERTYOWNER

5. AGENT ADDRESS

11 Stony Brook Lane

Agent: Barney Baker PE

Attn:

(207) 846-9724

Yarmouth ME 04096
8. CONTilACTOR'SADDRESS:

9. CONTilACTOR'SPHONE NUMBER:

PO Box 7302

Scott Dyer

36 Union Wharf

Custom Float Services
JO.LOCATION/ ADDRESSOF PROPERTY

6. AGENT PHONE NUMBER

Baker Design Consultants

Same as Applicant

7. CONTRACTOR:

3. APPLICANTPHONENUMBER

(207) 772-3796

Portland, ME 04101

TAXMAPnDR1\rlTELOT

I I.
WASCREA

7 Broad Cove Way
Cumberland, Maine 04021

12.ZONINGDISTRICT

.

U06B Lot 20

LDR

13. DESCRIPTIONOF PROPERTYINCLUDINGA DESCRIPTIONOF ALL PROPOSEDCONSTRUCTION,E.G. LANDCLEARING,ROAD BUILDING,SEPTI
SYSTEMSAND WELLS(PLEASENOTE THAT A SITE PLAN SKETCHIS REQUIREDON PAGE3).

This application is for waterfront

access. Refer to the drawings attached.

The work includes a permanent embankment stair elevated on posts connected to a seasonally
installed dock and gangway that

provides tidal access to a float.

A separate sheet that addresses SECTION 423.3.5- APPROVALSTANDARDS AND CRITERIA is
attached.
An NRPA PBRpermit from the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and a Dept of the
Army Permit from the Army Corps of Engineers are appended to this application.
14.PROPOSEDUSE OF PROJECT

Waterfront

Access

IS. ESTIMATEDCOST OF CONSIBUCTION

$20,000

1 of 23

SHORELAND PROPERTY INFORMATION

16. LOT AREA (SQ. FT.)

17. FRONTAGEON ROAD (FT.)

43836 SF

216-FT

18. SQ. IT. OF LOT TO BE COVERED BY NON-VEGETATED SURFACES

19. ELEVATIONABOVE 100 YEAR FLOOD

Facility is elevated to approximatelyElev 10.

NA

BaseFloodElevation=10.0 (A2)

20. FRONTAGEON WATERBODY(FT.)

21. HEJGHTOF PROPOSEDSTRUCTURE

-150- ft Tie Line

ExistingHouse

22. EXISTINGUSE OF PROPERTY

23. PROPOSEDUSE OF PROPERTY

Residential

Residentialwith SeasonalPier

NOTE: Questions24 & 25 apply only to expansions of ponions of existingstructureswhich are less thnnthe requiredsetback from the high waler
mark.
24.

25.

A) TOTAL FLOORAREA OF PORTIONOF STRUCTUREWHICH IS LESS
THAN REQUIREDSETBACKAS OF 1/1/89(SQ. FT.)

A) TOTAL VOLUMEOF PORTION OF STRUCTUREWHICH JS LESS THAN
REQUIREDSETBACKAS OF 1/1/89(CU. FT.)

DRAFT
B) FLOOR AREA OF EXPANSIONSOF PORTION OF STRUCTUREWHICH B) VOLUMEOF EXPANSJONSOF PORTION OF STRUC11.JREWHICH IS
IS LESS THAN REQUIREDSETBACK FROM 1/1/89TO PRESENT (SQ. FT.) LESS THAN REQUIREDSETBACKFROM 1/1/89TO PRESENT (CU. FT.)

C) FLODR AREA OF PROPOSEDEXPANSIONOF PORTION OF

C) VOLUMEOF PROPOSEDEXPANSIONOF PORTION OF STRUCTURE

STRUCTUREWHICH IS LESS THAN REQUIREDSETBACK (SQ. FT.)

WHICHIS LESS THAN REQUIREDSETBACK(CU. FT.)

D) % INCREASEOF FLOOR AREA OF ACTUAL AND PROPOSED

EXPANSIONSOF PORTIONOF STRUCTUREWHICH IS LESS THAN
REQUIREDSETBACKSINCE 1/1/89

D) % INCREASEOF VOLUMEOF ACTUAL AND PROPOSED EXPANSION!
OF PORTIONOF STRUCTUREWHICH IS LESS THAN REQUIRED SETBAC
SINCE 1/1/89(%)

(%INCREASE~ (B+CYAxl00)

(% INCREASE= (B+CYAxl00)

2
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SITE PLAN

PLEASE INCLUDE: LOT LINES; AREA TO BE CLEARED OF TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION; THE EXACT POSITION OF
PROPOSED STRUCTURES, INCLUDING DECKS, PORCHES, AND OUT BUILDINGS WITH ACCURATE SETBACK DISTANCES
FROM THE SHORELINE, SIDE AND REAR PROPERTY LINES; THE LOCATION OF PROPOSED WELLS, SEPTIC SYSTEMS,
AND DRIVEWAYS; AREAS AND AMOUNTS TO BE FILLED OR GRADED. IF THE PROPOSAL IS FOR THE EXPANSION OF AN
EXISTING STRUCTURE, PLEASE DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE EXISTING STRUCTURE AND THE PROPOSED EXPANSION.

NOTE: FOR ALL PROJECTS INVOLVING FILLING, GRADING, OR OTHER SOIL DISTURBANCE, YOU MUST PROVIDE A SOIL
EROSION CONTROL PLAN DESCRIBING THE MEASURE TO BE TAKEN TO STABILIZE DISTURBED AREAS BEFORE, DURING,
AND AFTER CONSTRUCTION. (See attached guidelines.)

>-

Li

..._NORTH

Refer to maps that part of the appended NRPA PBRApplication.
Location Map
Cumberland Tax Map U06B

-

'

I "\ Ih I\
IJI

Scale:

~

inches=

3

T
I

feel
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EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS

DRAW A SIMPLE SKETCH SHOWING BOTH EXISTING AND PROPOSED STRUCTURES WITH DIMENSIONS:

Refer to drawings that part of the appened NRPA PBRApplication.
Custom Float Plans:

I
I

-Pier Plan & Elevation
-Stair Elevation I I

SIDE ELEVATION

Scale:

inches=
4

feet.
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ADDITIONAL PERMITS, APPROVALS, AND/OR REVIEWS REQUIRED
CHECK lF REQUIRED:

0

PLANNlNG BOARD REVIEW APPROVAL (e.g. Subdivision, Site Plan Review)

□ BOARD OF APPEALS REVIEW APPROVAL
□ FLOOD HAZARD DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
□ EXTERIOR PLUMBING PERMIT (Approved HHE-200 Application Fonn)
□ INTERIOR PLUMBING PERMIT
■ D.E.P. PERMIT (Site Location, Natural Resource Protection Act)

0

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS PERMIT (e.g. Sec. 404 of Clean Waters Act)

D

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS PERMIT (e.g. Sec. 404 of Clean Waters Act)

OTHERS:

■ Anny Corps Permit

DR,&FT
____

D

_

D

NOTE: Applicant is advised to consult with the Code Enforcement Officer and appropriate State and Federal
agencies to determine whether additional permits, approvals, and reviews are required.

I CERTIFY THAT ALL INFORMATION GIVEN IN THIS APPLICATION IS ACCURATE. ALL
PROPOSED USES SHALL BE IN CONFORMANCE WITH THIS APPLICATION AND THE
CUMBERLAND SHORELAND ZONING ORDINANCE. I AGREE TO FUTURE INSPECTIONS BY THE
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER AT REASONABLE HOURS.

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE

DATE

11-Apr-08
AGENT'S SIGNATURE (if applicable)

DATE

* If the person signing the application is not the owner or lessee of the property, then that person shall
submit a letter of authorization from the owner or lessee.

5
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APPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION
(For Office Use Only)

MAP __

THIS APPLICATION IS:

0

0

APPROVED

_

LOT __

_

DENIED

IF APPROVED, THE FOLOWING CONDITIONS ARE PRESCRIBED:

IF DENIED, REASON FOR DENIAL:

DRAFT
NOTE: IN APPROVING A SHORELAND ZONING PERMIT, THE PROPOSED USE SHALL COMPLY WITH
THE PURPOSES AND REQUIREMENTS OF THE SHORELAND ZONING ORDINANCE FOR THE TOWN
OF CUMBERLAND.

DATE

CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

* This permit will expire one year fom the date of issuance, if no substantial start is made i1
construction.
INSPECTION CHECKLIST:

D

Prior to Clearing and Excavation

D

Prior to Foundation Pour

Pennit # ____

D

Prior to Final Landscaping

Fee Amount ____

D

Prior to Occupancy

_
_

6 of 23
6

07057 Verrill Shorefront Stair and Seasonal Dock, Gangway & Float

7 Broad Cove Way; Map B20, Lot U06
Cumberland, Maine

SECTION 423.3.5 -APPROVAL STANDARDS AND CRITERIA of the Town Ordinance
are repeated below in italics with project notes provided in bold
The following standards shall apply to all piers, docks, wha1,,es, floats, bridges, and other
structures and uses extending over or beyond the normal high-water line of a water body,
submerged lands or wetland:
1. Access from shore shall be developed on land and soils appropriate for such use and
constructed so as to control erosion.

Facility components have been selected to minimize impact to the shorerront. A
permanent embankment stair is elevated on posts and tidal access to a float is
provided by seasonally installed structures.
2. The location shall not unreasonably inte1fere with developed or natural beach areas.

Existing development at the site includes an existing embankment stair in
deteriorated condition that will be removed when the new stair is installed
There is no natural beach.
3. The facility shall be located so as not to unduly inte,fere with fisheries.

The proposed racility provides tidal access and will not impact fisheries.
4. The facility shall be no larger in dimension than necessa,y to cany on the proposed activity.

The rot/owingelements or the design were incorporated to minimize impact of'
the proposed racility on the coastal resource.
i. An elevated embankment stair provides year-round access to the
shorerront.
ii. Seasonal elements (removable pier and gangway) errectively span existing
marsh grass with minimal impact and provide access to the float that is
elevated above the intertidal mudflat on skids.
iii. Seasonal components will be stored in an upland location during the orrseason.
5. No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wha,f, dock, bridge, float or other
structure without an application and approval justifying the functionally water dependant
use of said addition.

There are no structures on the proposed pier. All components or the prqject
are considered water dependant uses.
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07057 VerrillShorefrontStair and SeasonalDock, Gangway& Float
7 Broad Cove Way; Map B20, Lot U06
Cumberland, Maine

6. No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wha,f, dock, bridge, float or other
structure shall be converted to a residential dwelling unit or any use other than a
functionally water dependant use in any district.

Not applicable.
7. Lighting on piers, wharves, docks, bridges, floats and other structures should be designed
and installed to minimize negative impacts on other properties and safe navigation at night.
Negative impacts include excessive lighting and unnecessa,y glare that can be a hazard to
navigation. Public and commercial facilities shall submit a lighting plan for review by the
Planning Board for safety and compatibility with the proposed use. All lighting shall be in
conformance with all Federal, State and local standards including Coast Guard Regulations
for lighting of piers or wharves where applicable.

Not applicable.No lighting is proposed ror the seasonalpier.
8. Except in the General Development District and Commercial Fisheries/Maritime Activities
District, structures built on, over or abutting a pier, wha,f, dock, bridge, float or other
structure extending beyond the normal high-water line of a water body or within a wetland
shall not exceed fl,venty (20) feet in height above the pier, wha,f, dock or other structure.

Not applicable.There are no structures on or abutting the proposed pier.
9. Structures shall not unduly inte,jere with passage along or within the intertidal zone in order
to protect established colonial rights for fishing, fowling and navigation. This may require
accommodations such as steps or pier elevations that would allow passage over or beneath a
structure.

Ladder steps willallowaccess up and over the seasonalpier.
10. Where a waterfront structure is proposed that will serve more than one property, the
property owners shall submit to the Town a proposed easement deed demonstrating that
permanent access and maintenance rights shall be granted to the parties sharing the
structure. The parties shall submit to the Code Enforcement Officer proof of recording of the
easement after Us review and approval by the Town.

Thepier is intended to serve the Verrillramifyand their guests only.
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BOJ<ERCESIGNCCNSU..
T.ANTS
Civil. Morin~ and Stnu:turol Englntrrl,,,

March 18, 2008
(Revised 25 March 08)
Attn: John Maclaine
Portland DEP
3 12 Canco Road
Portland, ME 04103
Subject:

NRPA Permit By Rule Application Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

Dear John,
I have enclosed an NRP A Permit By Rule application and fee for a shorefront project that will
provide shore-front access for the subject property. In accordance with the NRP A Chapter 305:
PERMIT BY RULE submission requirements I have provided the following support information.
Narrative of the Work Activity: As shown on the drawings, the proposed work will provide stair
access to the shorefront and a tidal waterfront landing. The stair is located on the embankment at an
optimum location to provide waterfront access. An existinl! stair will be removed as part of the
project. The waterfront access is comprised of seasonal structures that include removable dock units,
an aluminum gangway and a tidal float on skids. There is no practical alternative to provide safe
waterfront access for this property.

Note that a previous PBR application (PBR #44057- Custom Floats was the Agent) was not
approved. The reason given was that the proposed access way was located in an "undeveloped area
of the Tidal Waterfowl and wading Bird Habitat". This application follows a 24March08 meeting
with John Maclaine (DEP enforcement) that nel!otiated an approval for the new facility provided
the existing stair was removed.
A pe1mit (attached) has been obtained from the Army Corps of Engineers.
Support Documents (with page reference):
PERMIT BY RULE NOTIFICATION FORM .......................................................................................................
AGENT AUTHORIZATION ..................................................................................................................................
LOCATION MAP ...................................................................................................................................................
ABUTTING PROPERTY OWNERS ......................................................................................................................
SHOREBIRD MAPPING .....................................................................................................................................
FEDERAL PERMIT .............................................................................................................................................

11StonyBrookLane,Yarmouth,
Maine04096

T: (207)846-9724
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F:(207)846-3620 Email:bakerdesign@csi.com

Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

Please contact me with any questions regarding this application.
Sincerely,
BAKER DESIGN CONSULT ANTS, Inc.

Barney Baker PE
Principal
BJB
JN: 07057
Copy:
Jay Clement- A1my Corps of Engineers, Maine Project Office
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

AGENT AUTHORIZATION
Peter and Donna Verrill
7 Broad Cove Way
Cumberland,Maine 0402 I

By signing below, I authorit.c Barney Baker PE of Baker Design Consultants to act as agent for
!he purpose of perm ii communication on applications filed for shore front access at our propcrt~
in Cumberland. Maim:.

Signed:

Signed:

_J)~1I__~
I J.11111.1 \,l·,rill
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Verrill Seasonal Wat ei·tiroot Access.
Cumberland, Maine

LOCATION MAP
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Site of existing
stair to be
removed.

View across Broad Cove from house at stair location (Nov 07- BJB)
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

Existing stair to be removed (Nov 07- BJB)
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

Structures immediately west and east on Broad Cove. Pictures taken from proposed site. (Nov 07- BIB)
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland,Maine

ABUTTING PROPERTY OWNERS
Abutting Property owners are tabulated below. A section of the Tax Map appears below.
Name

Map

Tonya C & Christopher Dimillo

U068 16

30 FERNE LANE: CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

William J & Mary A Mcgonagle

U068 17

2 BROAD COVE WAY, GUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

Henrietta F Stewart

U068 19

B BROAD COVE WAY; GUMB FORESIDE, ME 04110

Donna J Verrill

U068 20A

7 BROAD COVE WAY; CUMBERLAND FSDE, ME 04110

June Dejonge
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

SHOREBIRD MAPPING
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine
PROJECT PLANS

By Custom Floats
•

Waterfront Access: Stairs and Landings

•

Seasonal Pier, Ramp and Float
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ITEM
08-079
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a recom1nendation
fro1n the Planning Board re: setback require111entchanges to the Val
Halla Overlay District. TABLED to June 23 rd - next scheduled
Planning Board meeting June 111,

204.20

Val Halla Golf and Recreation Center Overlay District

204.20.1

The Val Halla Golf and Recreation Center, delineated as R04, Lot
41 on the official Town of Cumberland Tax Assessor's Map dated
April I, 200 I, is hereby designated as an overlay district within the
Medium Density Residential District zone for the purposes
designated herein.

204.20.2

All recreational uses listed below shall be allowed as pe1mitted
uses in the Val Halla Golf and Recreational Overlay District:
.1

Active recreational uses, including golf, tennis, crosscountry skiing, sledding, and snowshoeing;

.2

Passive recreational uses, including walking trails and areas
for bird and wildlife observation;

.3

Golf clubhouse, including a pro shop and food and
beverage service;

.4

Banquet facilities and outdoor receptions including tables,
tents, and chairs;

.5

Public Facility and Outdoor Recreational Facility; (as
defined)

.6

Offices accessory to pennitted uses;

.7

Offices for recreational services or recreational support
services;

.8

Parking associated with pennitted uses;

.9

Other uses determined by the Code Enforcement Officer to
be similar in size, scope, type and impact to those uses
permitted by this Section.

204.20.3

Notwithstanding the requirements of Section 206.2, accessory
storage buildings up to 400 square feet in size shall not require site
plan review.

204.20.4

Buildings in existence as of the date of adoption of this section
204.20.4 on May
, 2008, shall meet the following setback
requirements: (Amended, adopted
l

i
.2
J_
.4

Front: ,2 feet
Rear: 2.feet
Side Q feet
All new buildings exceeding 400 sg. ft. shall require Site
Plan Review in accordance with Section 206.

ITEM
08-080
To set a public hearing date (June 16th) to consider and act on a
Consent Decree for property located at 15 Aspen Crest Road,
Map R04, Lot 35/C.
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Richard J. Abbondanza
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Michelle R. Santiago
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Nicholas J. Morrill
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Richard E. Clarke
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Town
of
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Received
MAY2008
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office

May 19, 2008

VIA E-MAIL AND U.S. REGULAR MAIL
Mr. William Shane
Cumberland Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
·wshane@cumberlandmaine.com

Re:

15 Aspen Crest Road
Mr. Christopher A. Risley

Mr. Shane
I represent Christopher A. Risley with respect to his ownership of 15 Aspen Crest Road in the
Town of Cumberland, Maine, otherwise !mown as Lot 35C on Map R04 (the "Premises") of the
Town of Cumberland Tax Maps. I am submitting this letter as a formal request to negotiate and
enter into with the Town a mutually beneficial consent agreement related to the Premises and an
apparent violation of the Town of Cumberland's Zoning Ordinance.
Mr. Risley is the owner of the Premises by virtue of a deed by Charles H. Mitchell, et al., dated
June 22, 2007 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 25230, Page
332. After purchasing the Premises, Mr. Risley was made aware that a portion of his home
encroached into the seventy-five (75') foot rear setback, as required by Section 204.1.1.4.2 of the
Zoning Ordinance. The Registry of Deeds, and Town records, revealed that on May 21, 1992, a
Certificate of Zoning Variance Approval was granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals of the
Town of Cumberland to the then owner of the Premises, Alvin H. Grover, for a reduction in the
rear setbacks in order to construct a single family dwelling with breezeway and attached garage
(the Zoning Board of Appeals granted a sixty (60') foot rear setback vaiiance leaving a rear
setback requirement of fifteen (15 ') feet). Sometime later in 1992, the dwelling, breezeway and
attached garage were constructed; however, the fifteen ( 15 ') foot rear setback requirement was
not met. In fact, it has subsequently been detern1ined that the eave of one comer of the garage is
only twelve and 35/100 (12.35') feet from the rear prope1iy line.
746 High Street
Bath, Maine 04530
Telephone 207-386-0400
Facsimile 207-386-0334

511 Congress Street ■ Suite 801
Portland, Maine 04101
Telephone 207-772-5845
Facsimile 207-874-2330

34 Center Street ■ Suite 2
Auburn, Maine 04210
Telephone 207-689-2140
Facsimile 207-689-2148

Mr. William Shane
Cumberland Town Manager
May 19, 2008
Page 2

Mr. Risley is the fourth owner of the Premises since it was built in 16 years ago. No notice of
violation or corrective order has ever been issued against the Premises and, in fact, on July 17
2000 a letter of non-action was issued by the then Code Enforcement Officer, Barbara E.
McPheters noting the inconsistency between the required and actual rear setback and assuring
the then owner that the Town would take no action against this apparent violation.
My client consulted Mr. Bill Longley, the current Town Code Enforcement Officer who advised
him of the following:
1) It is Mr. Longley' s policy not to issue such non-action letters on behalf of the Town as

that would appropriate an authority granted to the Town Council, not to the Code
Enforcement Officer.
2) The July 17 2000 non-action letter, as it stands in the file, should be taken as the opinion
of the Code Enforcement Officer during her tem1 and should not be seen to bind the
Town in any way after the expiration of her tem1.
3) As my client contemplates future improvements to the Premises, the only way to insure
that the pre-existing infringement wiII not interfere with the granting of building pennits
would be to obtain a mutually satisfactory Consent Agreement with the Town.
I have enclosed for your review a draft Consent Agreement, which should serve as a reasonable
jumping-off point at which to begin the negotiation process with the Town Council. Also
enclosed are copies of the current deed, certificate of zoning variance approval, letter from Tim
Jacobs dated May 4, 1992, letter from Paula M. Wright, Clerk to the Board of Appeals, dated
May 22, 1992, letter of non-action from Barbara E. McPheters, Code Enforcement Officer, dated
July 17, 2000, and vaiious plans of the Premises.
If you would please add this matter to the Town Council's next appropriate Town Council
meeting agenda we would greatly appreciate it.
If you should have any questions or concerns about this matter please feel free to contact me, or
have your Town attorney contact me. Thank you for your time ai1d consideration.

Veryt~t~

J~tZ
/

/

Nicholas
Attorney-at-Law

Email: nmorrill ii'lhablaw.

/enclosures
cc:
Mr. Christopher Risley
Mr. BiII Longley, Code Enforcement Officer

CONSENT AGREEMENT
This CONSENT AGREEMENT is entered into this_ day of ______
, 2008, by
CHRISTOPHER A. RISLEY, an individual with a mailing address of 15 Aspen Crest Road,
Cumberland, Maine 04021 and the TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, a municipal corporation
located in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine with a mailing address of 290 Tuttle
Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021-9321.
WHEREAS, the Town of Cumberland (the "Town") is a municipal corporation duly organized
w1der the laws of the State of Maine; and
WHEREAS, William Longley is the duly appointed Codes Enforcement Officer and Building
Inspector (collectively the "CEO") of the Town authorized under law to administer and enforce
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Cun1berland (the "Zoning Ordinance"); and
WHEREAS, since Jw1e 22, 2007, Christopher A. Risley (the "Landowner") has been the owner
of certain real property located at 15 Aspen Crest Road, Cumberland, Cumberland County,
Maine desc1ibed in a deed recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in
Book 25230, Page 332 and cun-ently shown on Assessors' Tax Map R04 as Lot 35C (the
"Premises"); and
WHEREAS, the single fan1ily home, breezeway and attached garage currently located on the
Premises were conshucted in the year 1992 by, or caused to be constructed by, Alwin H. Grover
(the "Improvements"); and
WHEREAS, between that time during which Improvements were constructed and Landowner
acquired the Premises the following parties owned the Premises:
1.

Charles H. Mitchell and John G. Labrie by virtue of a Warranty Deed from Joseph W.
Powers and Tania M. Powers dated July 21, 2006 and recorded in the Cumberland
County Registry of Deeds in Book 24208, Page 297; and

2.

Joseph W. Powers and Tania M. Powers by virtue of a Warranty Deed by Mary Ellen
Wilson and Timothy A. Jacob dated August 25, 2008 and recorded in the Cwnberland
County Registry of Deeds in Book 15685, Page 261; and

3.

Mary Ellen Wilson and Timothy A. Jacob by virtue of a Warranty Deed by Alwin I-I.
Grover dated Jw1e 5, 1992 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in
Book 10102, Page 47; and

4.

Alwin H. Grover by virtue of a W aITanty Deed by Charles S. Payson dated May 15, 1967
and recorded in the Cumberla.I1dCow1ty Registry of Deeds in Book 2999, Page 12.

WHEREAS, at the time that the Landowner acquired the Premises, a portion of the
Improvements encroached up to two and 65/100 (2.65') feet into the rear setback requirements,
the rear setback requirements having been reduced from seventy-five (75') feet, as required by

Section 204.1.1.4.2 of the Ordinance, to fifteen (15 ') feet pursuant to a Certificate of Zoning
Variance Approval dated May 21, 1992 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of
Deeds in Book 10095, Page 88; and
WHEREAS, on July 17, 2000 a letter of non-action was issued by Barbara E. McPheters, Codes
Enforcement Officer of the Town of Cumberland, noting the encroaclunent, and assming the
then owners, Mary Ellen Wilson and Timothy A. Jacob, that the Town would take no action
against them with respect to the violation; and
WHEREAS, the CEO has investigated this case and has determined that the apparent rear
setback violation by the Improvements does not result in any significant health, safety or welfare
problem; and those portions of the Improvements that are encroaching into the rear setback are
so integrated into Premises that the removal of the Improvements, without harming the integrity
of the remaining Improvements, is not feasible; and
WHEREAS, the Town, its CEO and the Landowner have been cooperating with each other in an
attempt to reach a settlement of this case.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Town, its CEO and the Landowner agree as follows:
1.

The Improvements shall be allowed to remain, and be repaired and replaced, in their
cmTent location, but those portions of the Improvements that are encroaching into the
fifteen (15') foot rear setback shall not be expanded in height, length or width from its
now-current configuration.

2.

All future improvements to the Premises must be in compliance with the setback
requirements of the Town of Cumberland, and all other applicable requirements
contained within the Zoning Ordinance.

2.

Because Landowner did not create the apparent rear setback violation and as such
Landowner is a non-culpable party in this case, the Landowner shall not pay not more
than $750 in fees and/or civil penalties to the Town.

3.

The Town agrees to relinquish its rights to prosecute Risley, his heirs, successors and/or
assigns, for any alleged or apparent violation arising from the current location of the
Improvements in relation to the rear setback

4.

This Consent Agreement shall be binding on the Landowner, his heirs and assigns, and it
shall be duly recorded by Risley at the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds within
thirty (30) days of the date of this Consent Agreement.

5.

At a meeting of the Cumberland Town Council on ____
_, 2008, the Town Com1cil
approved the resolution of the above-described land use violations based on the tenns and
conditions set forth herein and authorized the CEO to sign this Consent Agreement on
behalf of the Town.
LANDOWNER

D~ed: -------

,2008
Christopher A. Risley
INHABITANTS OF THE
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND

Dated: _______

, 2008
By: William Longley
Its: Code Enforcement Officer, duly authorized

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, SS.

_______

,2008

Personally appeared before me the above-named Christopher A. Risley and swore the above
statements to be true based upon his personal knowledge and acknowledged the foregoing
instrument to be his free act and deed.
Before me,

Nicholas J. Morrill, Attorney at Law
STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss.

------~2008

Personally appeared before me the above-named William Longley and swore the above
statements to be true based upon his personal knowledge and acknowledged the foregoing
instrument to be his free act and deed and the free act and deed of said Inhabitants of the Town
of Cumberland.
Before me,

Notary Public/ Attorney at Law

Print Nanie

Doc~:
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WARRANTYDEED
CHARLES H. MITCHELL AND JOHN G. LABRIE
of 15 Aspen Crest Road, Cumberland, ME 04021
for consideration paid, grants to

CHRISTOPHER A. RISLEY
of 710 Blair Island Road, Redwood City, CA 94063, with WARRANTY COVENANTS, the
following described real property in Cumberland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine:
See Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof
Also hereby conveying all rights, easements, privileges, and appurtenances, belonging to the
premises hereinabove described.

WITNESS

Witness

om~,~
~~~r7June,
2007 C' .

-~

be•

--------------Jo

State of Maine
Cumberland, ss.

June 22, 2007

Personally appeared before me the above-named Charles H. Mitchell and John G. LaBrie and
acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be their free act and deed.

Nicholas J. Morrill, Attorney-at-Law
H-RJSLEY

/

Doc~:
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EXHIBIT A
A certain lot or parcel of land, together with the buildings and improvements thereon, situated in
the Town of Cwnberland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine and being Lot No. 3 as
shown and depicted on plan entitled "Standard Boundary Survey & Subdivision Plan, Windy
Knolls Subdivision, dated October 4, 1988", Revision 3 dated January 20, 1989 and duly
recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 179, Page 28 (the "Plan") to
which plan and the record thereofreference is hereby made for a more particular description.
Together with and subject to all rights and obligations contained in the "Windy Knolls
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions", dated October 24, 1988 and recorded in
said Registry in Book 8536, page 72; as amended by "First Amendment of Declaration of
Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions", dated April 17, 1990 and recorded in Book 9190, Page
325 and as further amended by "Second Amendment of Declaration of Covenants and
Restrictions", acknowledged February 28, 1991 and recorded in said Registry in Book 9542,
Page 329; and as the same may be amended from time to time (collectively the "Declaration");
the Windy Knolls Community Association Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws; and the Plan,
all of which the Grantees herein, by acceptance of this deed hereby acknowledge and agree to
comply with in accordance with their terms.
The foregoing grant shall include, without limitation, rights of use in common in the subdivision
roadway as follows: Grantees shall obtain only those rights in the roads in the subdivision, Mere
Wind Drive and Aspen Crest Road, as shown on the Plan, provided in the Declaration; title to
these roads shall be conveyed without consideration by Alwin H. Grover to the Windy Knolls
Community Association, subject to certain rights of Grantees and other lot owners after certain
percentage of lot sales have occurred as provided in the Declaration.
The within conveyance is made subject to the following easements and other encumbrances as
the same may affect the property herein conveyed: 10 easement granted to Central Maine Power
Company and New England Telephone and Telegraph Company by instrument dated September
14, 1967 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 3027, Page 762; 2)
easement granted to Portland Water District by instrument dated August 24, 1989 and recorded
in Book 8881, Page 230 of said Registry; and 3) two 30 foot drainage easement as shown on said
Plan.
This conveyance specifically excepts the right of Lot No. 3 to a septic easement shown on Lot
No. 2 on said Plan and described in Paragraph 5 of References as shown on said Plan. Lot No. 3
has its own independent septic system including a leach field on site.
This conveyance is subject to a variance granted by the Town of Cumberland Board of
Adjustment an Appeals recorded in said Registry in Book 10095, page 88.
For title reference see Deed given by Joseph W. Powers and Tania M. Powers to Charles H.
Mitchell and John G. LaBrie dated July 21, 2006 and recorded in the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds in Book 24208, Page 297.
Received
Recorded
Re9isterof Deeds
Jun26,200703:33:soP
Cueberlll!ld
County
Pa•ela E. LovleY

After Recording Return to:
Hopkinson& Abbondanza,P.A.
5 I I Congress Street, Ste. 80 I
Portland, Maine 0410I
(207) 772.5 845

May 4,

1992

Tim Jacobs
Re:
Lot #3-Windy

Knolls

Permission
is hereby
granted
to Tim Jacobs
15' of my property
line
in accordance
with
variance
granted
by the town of Cumberland.

to build
a setback

Ronald Brown
for Robert
Brown
~(,\· :. 5o 2.0

within

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
.To'l{n Office Building
P.O. Box 128
12 Drowne Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
(207) 829-5559

Hay 22,

1992

Alvin H. Grover
Walnut Hill Rd.
Box 27
Cumberland,
Maine
Dear Hr.

04021

Grover:

At the May 21, 1992 meeting,
the Cumberland Board of Adjustment
and Appeals voted to grant your request
for a vaiiance
of 60' from the rear lot
line setback
requirement
to construct
a single
family dwel_ling with breezeway
and attached
garage,
as strict
enforcement
of complia,nce '1-7,ith the existing
zoning ordinance
would cause undue hardship,
whfch·hardshi~
was not caused
by the applicant,
but rather
by the unlque conditions
iridigenous
to the subect property.
When a variance
is granted,
it is only valid for 6 mdnths. If construction
does not begin within
that period the variance
expir.es.
_You are also instructed
to abide by the methods and procedures
set forth by the,~ode
EnEorcement Officer,
Robert Littlefield,
and may contact
him at $29~2204'if
j~ti
have
any questions
.
. ·•.. , .
concerning
this nratter.
Enclosed you will find a Certific~te
of Zoni~g Variance
Approval.
This
certificate
must be recorded
at the Cumberland County Registry
of Deeds within
90 days of the granting
of the variance
or th~ variance
will be invalid.
Proof
of recording
will be necessary
prior
to· the issuance
of any building
permit.
Sincerely,

vZe.,41.1,),;e.v
Paula M. Wight
Clerk to the Board
/pmw
Enc.
pc: Robert C. Robinson,

Chr.

-----·------------

I,
Robert
C. Robinson
, the duly appointed,
qualified
and acting
Chairman
of the Zoning Board of Appeals
for the Town of Cumberland,
Cumberland
County
and
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
on the
21st
day of
May
, 19 92 ,
the
following
variance
was
granted
pursuant
to
the
provisions
of--30A
M.R.S.A.
§ 4353
and
the
Town of
Cumberland's
Zoning
Ordinance.
1.

Property

2.

Property:

Alvin

Owner:

Cumberland
recorded

Variance

and

Conditions

60' from the
a single
family

of

rear
lot
dwelling

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
Nay
, 19 92 .

-

County Registry
Deed in Chain

149 . (Last
3.

H. Grover

have

of

13 Aspen

Crest

Rd.

Book 4563 ., Page
of Title).

Variance:
line
with

setback
requirement
to
breezeway
and attached

hereto

set

my hand

and

construct
garage.

seal

this

21st

day

)

STATE OF MAINE
Cumberland,

Then
and

deed

ss.

personally
and
in his/her

---------~~--appeared
acknowledged
capacity
as

May 21

, l 9 92 .

Robert
C. Robinson
the.
above-named
the above
certificate
to be his/her
free
act
Chairman
of the
Cumberland
Board
of Zoning

12.t.ul:tfi1-;b)fo

Appeals.

&-

PaulaM.
Wight
(Printed
or Typed Name)
NOTARY PUBLIC

******
PURSUANT TO JOA H.R.S.A.
§ 4353,
THIS CERTIFICATE MUST BE RECORDED BY
THE PROPERTY OWNER IN THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS WITHIN 90 DAYS OF THE FINAL
APPROVAL OF THE VARIANCE; OTHERWISE, THE VARIANCE WILL BE INVALID.

******
RIGHTS GRANTED BY THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS SHALL EXPIRE IF
THE WORK OR CHANGE AUTHORIZED IS NOT BEGUN WITHIN SIX MONTHS OR SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETED WITHIN ONE YEAR OF THE DATE OF VOTE BY THE BOARD.

·---------···--------
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TowN

OF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Tdephonl! (207) 829-5559

• Fax (207) 829-22.14

July 17, 2000
Timothy Jacob
15 Aspen Crest Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Dear Tim,
SUBJECT: 15 ASPEN CREST ROAD, MAP R4 LOT 35C
With reference to the above property, it has been brought to the attention of this office
that an inconsistency may exist between the recognized applicable zoning standard
and that which is indicated by the mortgage inspection and available building records.
A reasonable amount of research by this office provides sufficient information that
clearly demonstrates that any infringement of local zoning was not done intentionally.
In fact, a variance was granted for the structure and it appea.rs that the rear setback
was erroneously determined at the time of construction. The distance was accepted at
that time, and considerable time has passed without notice or complaint of the
infringement.
Therefore, please be advised that the determination of this office is that the property
indicated above substantially conforms to local zoning regulations as a legal existing
nonconforming structure, not withstanding evidence to the contrary, and that the Town
of Cumberland will not take any action against the owner to enforce this violation.
If you have any questions please call me at 829-2207.

Barbara E. McPheters
Code Enforcement Officer
cc:

lifile
Correspondence

C:\n-1y Documents\ Code Enforccment\R04-035-C-000#00
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3PECTION OF PREMISES
.iEREBY CERTIFY TO O~losTitle
Co.

15A;,penCre,.f Rood
cumber/and,Moine

Job Number: _3_ 4_s_-o2
____
Inspection Date:
OS-27-00

_

Scale: 1·- 1so·

~et or1d
itsTithInsurer
The monumentationis F!etin harmony wllh
, current deed description.
· The building setbacks are not in conformity
with town zoning requirements. i:!-<
The dwelling does not ~ fall within the
._ ~spacialflood hazard zone as delineated by the

BUYER:Jo5eph w 4
Tania/'I\ Power5
special flood hazard zone as Indicated on
community-panel
230182 0015 B
SELLER:Mary Ellen Wi/5on 4
Note: Gorage oppeors to be 12.s·from rear Fne.
Tj mofhy J ocob
o

Federal Emergency Management Agency.
The land does not ~all
within the

·o

#

from

With a 60' variance

the 75' reqtired setback,

.h Deed Boo/\ 10095 Page 881. garage is reqlired

(os recordBd
to meet o 15' rear setback.

.
t-\o,,••

'
l_\.,...
't!_,ca, l

I

.
.,,.

~\,,;'
,..,,
-;a.'\

THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL
RIGHTS ANO EASEMENTS OF RECORO.
THOSE iHAT ARE EVIDENT ARE SHOWN.
THIS PLAN MIGHT NOT REVEAL
CONFLICTS WliH ABUTilNG DEEDS.

BRllCI= R. BOWMAN, INC.
P.O. Bax 12A
Cumbarfand, Maine 04021
Phone: {207) 829,3959
Fax: (207) 829-3522

----

-------

<;>

PLAN BOOK 178
PAGE 28
DEED BOOK . 10102 PAGE 47

.

LOT 3
COUNTY---c·umberlorld

THIS PLAN IS NOT FOR RECORDING
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CERTIFICATE OF ZOIIING VARIANCEAPPROVAL

11,30312

S~,l.0095

F-~88

I,
Robert C. Robinson
, the duly nppointed,
qunlified
am! acting
Chai rm.in of the Zoning Bonrd of App en ls for the To\JI? of Cumberl,md,
Cumberland
County
and
State
of
Haine,
hereby
certify
that
on the
21st
day of
Hay
, 19~,
the
following
variance
was granted
pur'iiiilmc
co
the
provisions
of
JOA tl.R.S.A.
§
4353 and the Town of Cumberlnnd's
Zoning
Ordinance.
I.

Property

2.

Property:
Cumberland
~(Last recorded

).

Variance
a

Ill

of

Owner:

Alvin

II. Grover

- 13 Aspen Crest

County Registry
Deed in Chain

and Conditions

Page

of Variance:

60 1 from the rear loL line
eiin1;l~ fnmily dwci.lini:; wit!,

WITNESS WJ!EREOf, I have
May
, 19_2!.

Book 4563,
of Tit~

Rd.

hereto

setback rcquirccanc
to conscrucc
br<!ezeway and attached
i:;arai:;c.

set

my hand

and

seal

this

21st

day

)

STATE Of MAINE
Cumbl!rland,

Then
and deed
Appeals.

ss..

personally
appeared
and acknmllcdged
in bis/her
capacity
as

R,:o:ord-:d
i).:'J:b-:r!:md
C,:.i.m-t·.;

R-:3:i.:-tr·:
of [.':-~ds
IJ6l03.!91 tJl:5?:2:;ffl
R;:-b:-r-t
P. Titcoab

_______

_..:;Ma=y....::.2::..1_,
19.E_.

the
above-named
Robert c. Robinson
the abovl? certificate
to be his/her
free act
Chairman
of tbl? Cumberland
Board of Zoning

f2t&-td 1 V
Paula H. Wight
(Printed
or Typed Name)
IIOIARY PUBLIC

PURSUANT TO 30A M.R.S.A.
§ 4353,
THIS CERTIFICATE MUST BE RECORDED BY
THE PROPERTY O\.INER IN THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS \;ITHIN 90 DAYS OF THE FINAL
APPROVALOF THE VARIANCE; OTHERWISE, Tl!E VARIANCEWILL BE INVALID.

RIGHTS GRANTED BY TUE BOARD Of ADJUSTIIENI AND APPEALS SHALL EXPIRE IF
THE WORK OR CHANGE AUTHORIZED IS NOT BEGUN IIITHIII SIX HONTHSOR SU!lSTANTIAL!.Y
COlli'LETED WITHIN OtlE YEAR OF THE DATE OF VOTE BY THE BOARD.
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Property Location: 15 ASPEN CREST ROAD
Vision ID: 1249
Account#
.

nTTv11RN.r

..
T{)Pl'I.

..nwN"'U

MAP ID: R041 35IC I I
Bldg#:
!;ITR-TYR'fld

r!TTT lTfli!\:

n

Bldg Name:
Sec#:
I of

1 of I

T,Or!-d'.'PTON:

(:UMBERLAND, ME 04021
/\ddilionnl Owners:

State Use: 1010
Print Date: 051201200814:35

I

of

~~R'-.~UT<':Nfl'

Appraised Value
329,100
195,600

Assessed Value
3206
329,100
195,600 'UMBERLAND CTR, M.

0R04 0035C0000

.

RECORD.OF OWNERSHIP

VISION
07/27/2006 u
08/28/2000 Q

24208/ 297
15685/ 261
10102/0047

u

550,000 lR 2008 1010
430,000 00 12008 1010
0

I
I

Assessed Value
Yr. Code
258,700 .oos1010
113,500 2008 1010

Total:
T1•ne Descrimio11

Amou111

Number

Code Descrintio11

.

Ammmt

524,700

PRE,VIOUSASSESSMENTS HISTORY)

OTHER ASSESSMENTS

.,

•- EXEMRT1ONS

524,700

Total

ASS0CPID#

.BK-VOUPAGE SALEVATE a/u. v/L SA:1£fRICE V.G.
25230/ 332
06/26/2007 Q I
541,250 00 Yr. Code

~SLEY
CHRISTOPHER A
M}TCHELLCHARLESH
POWERS JOSEPH W
)ACOB TIMOTHY A

Year

1

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Other ID:

EXEMPT
y
RESEXM
TREES
1caring
1
GIS ID: 0R04 0035C0000

.

Code
1010
1010

1/Jescription
lillSIDNTL
IRES LAND

15 ASPEN CREST ROAD

Card

r1111R1.:N·1.,

.

~NSLEY CHRISTOPHER A

'·"

1

Assessed \laltte
258,600
113,500

Assessed \lalue
Yr. Code
258,700 1Zoo1
1010
1010
113,500 1Zoo1

372.200
Total:
372.100
372.200
Total:
This signature ack11owledges a visit by a Data Collector or Assessor

Comm. Int.
,i:,

At>P.lµfISEDVALl:Je-SUMM;f/1.:Y
T,-,nl•

,c

AS.SESSINGNEIGHB..ORBOOD
NBHD/ SUB
0001/A

I

I STREET INDEX NAME I

NBHDNAME

I
.

..

FGR/BAS/FHS ANG-SQRD FOR
SKETCH

I
-

-

'NOTES

IA

I

TRACING

I
•

·

BATCH

I

..

.•

326,700
2,400
0
195,600
0

Total Appraised Parcel Value
Valuation Method:

524,700
C
0

Adjustment:

YELLOW

BUIWING£BRMl!F·RE€ORD

·--·..;

Is.we Date

'.;.

"

Use
Use
# Code
Description
1 1010 Single Fam MDL-01
1 1010 Single Fnm MDL-01

Tvne

Descrintio11

Amount

,:,-,--

.

In.w. Date

••H

•.:•;}

% Cumn.

. .

...

Date Co1111J.,,omme111s

Date
8/1/1997
11/13/1996
10/18/1996
10/17/1996

524,700

B

Zo11e D Fro111at1e
De/Jth
RRl
RRl

U11i1s
174,240 SF
1.50 AC

Total Cnrd Lnnd Units:

5.50 AC

I.
U11i1
Factor S.A.
Price
0.75
1.00 5
6,000.00 1.00 5

C.
Acre
Disc Factor
1.00
1.0000
1.0000
1.00

Parcel Total Land Arca: 5.5AC

VISITtCJfA'N.GEHJSTQR,Y

Tw1e

IS

ID
JP

Cd.
40
10
02
01

RS
RS

RS

...

TAND-1:,INEVif.BUAfl!ION.SECTION
..

..

..

Appraised Bldg. Value (Card)
Appraised XF (8) Value (Bldg)
Appraised OB (L) Value (Bldg)
Appraised Land Value (Bldg)
Special Land Value

Net Total Appraised Parcel Value
Permit ID

·•

...

.

.,

Pumose/Result
~o change
IMeasu/LtrSnt Letter Sci
1Mcasur+2Visit - Info Car,
Mcasur+l Visit

·-

.,, ·,
-~

ST.

ldx
150
150

Notes-Adi

Adi.
1.40

1.40

I

Soecial Prici111!

'\di. U11i1
Price La11dValue
1.05
183,000
8,400.00
12,600

Total Land Value:

195,600

MAP ID: R04/ 35/C / /
Bldg#:

Property Location: 15 ASPEN CREST ROAD
Visio11 ID: 1249
Account#

CONSTRUCTJONDETAIL
Eleme111
Style
Model
Grade
Stories
Occupancy
Exterior Wall I
Exterior Wall 2
Roof Structure
Roof Cover
Interior Wall I
interior Wall 2
Interior Ar I
Interior Ar 2
Heat Fuel
Heat Type
AC Type
Total Bedrooms
Total Bthnns
Total Half Baths
Total Xtro Fixtrs
Total Rooms
Bath Style
Kitchen Style

·CONS'JIRUCTJON
DE-TAIUCON!J'INUEDI

Cd. Ch. 1Descrip1ior1
03
K::oloninl
01

Eleme111

l
14

~

s:us
Code Descrimio11

Percelllal!e
100

1010 Single Fam MDL-01

OS

(;able/Hip
IAsph/F Gis/Cmp
IDrywniUSheet

12
14

!Hardwood
learpet

02

K>ii

OS

!Hot Water
INone
13Bedrooms

1

~
3

GR

S:HS

BAS
UBM

'

2 3

1E

2€

2E

16.dj.Base Rate:
Section. RCN:
Net Other Adj:
Replace Cost
l'\YB
EYB
Dep Code
Remodel Rating
Year Remodeled
Dep%
Functional Obsinc
External Obslnc
Cost Trend Fnctor
Status
% Complete
Overall % Cond
Apprnis Val
Dep % Ovr
Dep Ovr Comment
Misc Imp Ovr
Misc Imp Ovr Comment
Cost to Cure Ovr
Cost to Cure Ovr Comment

!'>Rooms
!Average
!Average

28

40

~05.74
~68,592
11,250.00
~79,842
~992
~994

lo\

l4
I)
I)

~
86
~26,700

D
I)

D

OB-OUTBUILf.!!NG& YARD ITEM!j(LJI}(F-B,Ull,J)[JWE¥'l/Jfl. FEA_TURE_~(,JJ) ..
Code

IDescrimio11

Sub IS"ubDescri/11

G'PL3 2STORYCIIll

'UBU11itsU11i1Price Yr
1B l

12,800.00 1994

'Gde DnRt
1

C11d %C11d Anr Value
1

100

2,400

No Photo On Record
..
Code
BAS
IFGR
IFHS
!FUS
~AT

~M

I

B.UIWINGSUB,A/lEA, SUMMARY SECTION:__.

I/Jescri1Jtio11

livi11PArea

First Floor
Carngc
Half Story, Finished
Upper Story, Finished
/\Ilic, Unfinished
Basement, Unfinished

TJ.lUCJJ./i}j[.iv/fonoo

,Iron•

State Use: 1010
Print Date: 05/20/2008 14:35

24

l

9
02
02

36

26

COST/MARKET VALUATION

01
03
2

of

-

BAS
UBM

MIXED USE

03
03

1

Card

._

JAT

!Wood Shingle

1

Cd. Ch. Description

IRcsidentinl
IGood+l0
12Stories

07
2

Bldg Name:
Sec#:
1 of

1 of 1

Gross Area

Eff. Area

1,514
0
228
1,040
0
0

1,514
728
456
1,040
1,040
1,496

1,514
255
274
1,040
104
299

2 782

6.274

3 486

Unit Cost
105.74
37.04

63.53
105.74
10.57
21.13

---

.

..

U11denrec.Value
160,083
26,962
28,971
109,964
10,996
31,615

379.842

